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Foreword

Contexts and ontologies play a crucial role in knowledge representation and
reasoning. Computer systems which act intelligently need the ability to repre-
sent, utilize and reason about contexts and ontologies. Recently we have seen
a number of projects devoted to the definition and usage of contexts as well
as ontologies in intelligent KR systems. With the advent of the web and the
ubiquitous connectivity it brings, contexts and ontologies have become a rel-
evant notion also in other, more recent, applications. Many such applications,
including for example, information integration, distributed knowledge manage-
ment, semantic web, multi-agent systems, distributed reasoning, data grid and
grid computing, pervasive computing and ambient intelligence, and peer-to-peer
information management systems, have acknowledged the need for methods to
represent and reason about knowledge which is scattered in a large collection of
contexts and ontologies.

The workshop Contexts and Ontologies: Representation and Reasoning (ab-
breviated as C&O:RR) is the result of a merge of two successful lines of work-
shops (Contexts and Ontologies: Theory, Practice and Applications (C&O) and
Context Representation and Reasoning (CRR)) investigating these issues. The
previous workshops have focused on the themes of combining ontologies, con-
texts, and contextual reasoning. The new workshop keeps the focus on the com-
bination of contexts and ontologies, but also emphasizes the representation and
reasoning aspects of this research. The Context and Ontologies Representation
and Reasoning workshop welcomes papers on contexts and ontologies, with a
focus on approaches to semantic heterogeneity and on the analysis and under-
standing of the combination of contexts and ontologies from the knowledge rep-
resentation and reasoning perspectives.

The organizers would like to thank the members of our programme committee
for their careful work and our invited speakers, Professors Frank Wolter and
David Robertson for their inspiring contributions.
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Invited Talk: Modularity in logical theories and ontologies
Frank Wolter, University of Liverpool, UK

Modularity of logical theories is a classical subject in mathematical logic and
philosophy of science. Due to the ever increasing size and complexity of log-
ical theories that are used to represent ontologies and software specifications,
the problem of defining appropriate notions of modularity and of providing rea-
soning support for dealing with modularity has recently become an important
research topic also in these areas. In this talk, we introduce and survey recent
progress in the field. We start with a general introduction to modularity in the
context of propositional and first-order logic, highlighting the connection to clas-
sical notions such as conservative extensions and interpolation. We then switch
to ontologies and description logics, introduce different notions of modularity,
analyze their interrelation and possible use, and consider a variety of reasoning
tasks such as the extraction of a module from an ontology.

Biographical Note:

Frank Wolter is Professor for Logic and Computation at the Department of
Computer Science, University of Liverpool. He works in Knowledge Represen-
tation and Reasoning and Logic in Computer Science. His main interests are in
Modal Logic (theory and applications), Description Logic and their application
as ontology languages, Spatial and Temporal Reasoning, and Combining Logics.
Frank Wolter is co-editor of the Handbook of Modal Logic (Elsevier, 2007) and
co-author of the research monograph Many-dimensional Modal Logic: Theory
and Applications (Elsevier, 2003). He is member of the Steering Committees
‘Advances in Modal Logic (AiML)’, ‘Description Logic Workshop (DL),’ and
‘Frontiers of Combining Systems (FroCoS)’.



Invited Talk: Interaction as context: the OpenKnowledge experience
David Robertson, University of Edinburgh, UK

Context often is viewed by traditional knowledge engineers as a problem: our
beautifully crafted ontologies tend to break as we shift them from one context to
another and then we become frustrated in our attempts to prevent such breakages
by attempting to standardise across ontologies. The OpenKnowledge project
(www.openk.org) has taken a different view; it accepts that context will radically
influence the semantics of the knowledge conveyed during interaction between
systems (both automated and human) and requires all knowledge sharing to
be situated with respect to a (standardised) model of the interaction for which
that knowledge is being shared. We have provided a lightweight infrastructure
in which this sort of context can be shared at very low cost, providing a form of
web service choreography in the process. With this infrastructure we then have
a different starting point for addressing problems such as ontology mapping,
service matchmaking and assessment of reputation of services.

Biographical Note:

Dave Robertson is the Director of the Centre for Intelligent Systems and their
Applications, part of the School of Informatics at the University of Edinburgh.
His current research is on formal methods for coordination and knowledge shar-
ing in distributed, open systems - the long term goal being to develop the-
ories, languages and tools that out-perform conventional software engineering
approaches in these arenas. He is coordinator of the OpenKnowledge project
(www.openk.org) and was a principal investigator on the Advanced Knowledge
Technologies research consortium (www.aktors.org), which are major EU and
UK projects in this area. His earlier work was primarily on program synthesis
and on the high level specification of programs, where he built some of the earliest
systems for automating the construction of large programs from domain-specific
requirements. He has contributed to the methodology of the field by develop-
ing the use of “lightweight” formal methods - traditional formal methods made
much simpler to use in an engineering context by tailoring them to a specific type
of task. As an undergraduate he trained as a biologist and continues to prefer
biology-related applications of his research, although methods from his group
have been applied to other areas such as astronomy, simulation of consumer
behaviour and emergency response.
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Ontology-Driven Association Rule Extraction:
A Case Study

Andrea Bellandi1, Barbara Furletti1, Valerio Grossi2, and Andrea Romei2

1 IMT - Lucca Institute for Advanced Studies
Piazza S. Ponziano, 6 - 55100 Lucca, ITALY
{a.bellandi, b.furletti}@imtlucca.it

2 Department of Computer Science - University of Pisa
Largo B. Pontecorvo, 3 - 56127 Pisa, ITALY

{romei, vgrossi}@di.unipi.it

Abstract. This paper proposes an integrated framework for extracting
Constraint-based Multi-level Association Rules with an ontology support.
The system permits the definition of a set of domain-specific constraints
on a specific domain ontology, and to query the ontology for filtering
the instances used in the association rule mining process. This method
can improve the quality of the extracted associations rules in terms of
relevance and understandability.

1 Introduction

The Data Mining (DM) results, i.e. the models, represent relations in the data
and are usually employed for classifying new data or for describing correlations
hidden in the data. In this paper, we focus on the Association Rule Mining as
originally introduced by Agrawal et al. in [2] and on a way for improving the
process results. There are several ways to reduce the computational complexity
of Association Rule Mining and to increase the quality of the extracted rules: (i)
reducing the search space; (ii) exploiting efficient data structures; (iii) adopting
domain-specific constraints. The first two classes of optimizations are used for
reducing the number of steps of the algorithm, for re-organizing the itemsets,
for encoding the items, and for organizing the transactions in order to minimize
the algorithm time complexity. The third class tries to overcome the lack of user
data-exploration by handling domain-specific constraints. This paper focuses on
these optimizations by representing a specific domain by means of an ontology
and driving the extraction of association rules by expressing constraints. The
aim of this work is to reduce the “search space” of the algorithm and to improve
the significance of the association rules.

Paper Organization. Section 2 provides some notions of OWL ontologies, data
mining and association rules. Section 3 introduces the syntax of the constraints
and describes the process. Section 4 presents a case study based on a real dataset.
Section 5 discusses the related works and section 6 proposes some ideas for
further improvements.
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2 Background knowledge

OWL Overview

OWL is a family of three ontology languages: OWL − Lite, OWL − DL, and
OWL−Full. The first two languages can be considered syntactic variants of the
SHIF(D) and SHOIN (D) description logics (DL), respectively, whereas the
third language was designed to provide full compatibility with RDF(S). We focus
mainly on the first two variants of OWL because OWL-Full has a nonstandard
semantics that makes the language undecidable and therefore difficult to imple-
ment. OWL comes with several syntaxes, all of which are rather verbose. Hence,
in this paper we use the standard DL syntax [3]. The main building blocks of
DL knowledge bases are concepts (or classes), representing sets of objects, roles
(or properties), representing relationships between objects, and individuals rep-
resenting specific objects. OWL ontologies consist of two parts: intensional and
extensional. The former part consists of a TBox and an RBox, and contains
knowledge about concepts (i.e. classes) and the complex relations between them
(i.e. roles). The latter part consists of an ABox, and contains knowledge about
entities and how they relate to the classes and roles from the intensional part.
In our scenario, TBox and RBox shall provide supermarket domain knowledge,
while all the supermarket items constitute ABoxes which are interlinked with
intensional knowledge.

The semantics for OWL DL is fairly standard. An interpretation I = (ΔI , ·I)
is a tuple where ΔI , the domain of discourse, is the union of two disjoint sets
ΔI

O (the object domain) and ΔI
D (the data domain) and I is the interpretation

function that gives meaning to the entities defined in the ontology. I maps each
OWL class C to a subset CI ⊆ ΔI

O, each object property PObj to a binary re-
lation P I

Obj ⊆ ΔI
O ×ΔI

O, and each datatype property PData to a binary relation
P I

Data ⊆ ΔI
O ×ΔI

D. The whole definition is in the OWL W3C Recommendation
(http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-semantics/).

Data Mining and Association Rules

Data mining is the analysis of (often large) observational data sets to find un-
suspected relationships and to summarize the data in novel ways that are both
understandable and useful to the data owner. The relationships and summaries
derived through a data mining exercise are often referred to as models or pat-
terns. The main tasks of Data mining are generally divided in two categories:
Predictive and Descriptive. The objective of the predictive tasks is to predict
the value of a particular attribute based on the values of other attributes, while
for the descriptive ones, is to derive patterns (correlations, trends, clusters, ...)
that summarize the relationships in the data.
The Association rule mining is one of the major techniques of data mining and
it is perhaps the most common form of local-pattern discovery in unsupervised
learning systems. These methodologies retrieve all possible interesting patterns
in the database. Given a database D of transactions, where each transaction
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Fig. 1. The system architecture.

T ∈ D is a set of items, an association rule is a (statistical) implication of the
form X → Y , where X, Y ∈ D and X ∩ Y = ∅. A rule X → Y is said to have a
support (or frequency) factor s if and only if, at least s% of the transations in
T satisfy X ∪ Y . A rule X → Y is satisfied in the set of transactions T with a
confidence factor c if and only if, at least c% of the transactions in T that satisfy
X also satisfy Y . The support is a measure of statistical significance, whereas
the confidence is a measure of the strength of the rule. A rule is said to be “in-
teresting” if its support and confidence are greater than user-defined thresholds
supmin and conmin, respectively, and the objective of the mining process is to
find all such interesting rules [13].

3 Description of the approach

In this section, we describe our approach for guiding the extraction process of
Multi-level Constraint-based Association Rules with an ontology support. Our
scenario consists of the set of components shown in figure 1. The ontology (OD)
describes the domain of interest (D) and it is used as a means of meta-data
representation. The interpretation module translates the requests of an user
(user constraints) into a set of formal constrains (QD defined on OD) so that
they can be supplied to the Ontology Query Engine by means of a suitable
query language. The aim of these constraints is to exclude some items from
the output association rules, or to characterize interesting items according to
an abstraction level. The user constraints syntax is formalized in table 1. It
includes both pruning constraints, used for filtering a set of non-interesting items,
and abstraction constraints, which permit a generalization of an item to a concept
of the ontology. By using pruning constraints, one can specify the exclusion of
a set of items from the input transactions set, and, as a consequence, from the
extracted rules. This kind of constraints refers either to a single item, or to
an ontology concept, and they can include a condition expressed on a set of
ontology properties. Abstraction constraints permit exploring different levels of
the ontology concepts. The generalization to a predefined level of the hierarchy

12



I is the set of items (i1, i2, ...in ∈ I).
C is the set of the concepts of the ontology (c1, c2, ...cn ∈ C).
Pc is the set of the properties of the concept c ∈ C (p1, p2, ...pn ∈ Pc).
condc is a Description Logic expression.
ALL represents all the instances defined in the ontology.

A constraint is defined on I, C and PC in the following form:

1. Pruning Constraints. A pruning constraint is of one of the following forms:
(a) prune(e), where e ∈ I ∪ C ∪ {ALL}.
(b) prunecondc(c), where c ∈ C ∪ {ALL}.

2. Abstraction Constraints. An abstraction constraint is of one of the following
forms:
(a) abstract(e, c), where e ∈ I ∪ C, c ∈ C and c is a super-concept of e.
(b) abstractcondc1

(c1, c2) where c1 ∈ C∪{ALL}, c2 ∈ C and c2 is a super-concept
of c1.

(c) abstractl
conde

(e), where e ∈ I ∪ C ∪ {ALL}, and l is a non-negative integer
indicating the level of the hierarchy; cond can be unspecified.

Table 1. User constraints syntax.

improves the support of association rules, and consequently avoids the discovery
of a massive quantity of useless rules, especially in case of sparse data.

The ontology query engine interacts with the ontology by performing the set
QD of queries. The resulting RD instances set, is used by the DB query engine
for retrieving the instances that contain the filtered/abstracted/pruned items
(i.e., the items specified in RD). The data base is the repository of the data to
pass in input to the data mining tools. The box “Data Mining Tools” contains
the tool for analyzing and processing the data. In our context we refer to a
specific algorithm for extracting association rules, but we would like to point
out that the system can operate with other kinds of DM tools. The support and
the confidence measures are initially provided by the user.

4 Case study: a Market Basket Analysis application

In this section we show the results of a case study by using data taken from a
national supermarket, and stored in a relational database (DB). The aim of this
study is to construct and test the framework described in the previous section
with real data and w.r.t. specific market analysis. In this case, the data consist
of a set of purchase transactions T = [transID, item], where transID is the
cash voucher identification and item is the purchased item. The DB contains
775,000 transactions. According to the approach proposed in sec. 3, meta-data
(description of the items) and data to analyze have been organized respectively
in separate structures:
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The ontology - contains the description of the items and their hierarchical or-
ganization. Starting from the DB structure (tables and fields)3, we derived
the OWL ontology schema mapping the fields of the DB tables in classes
and properties of the ontology. Also, we automatically filled up the ontology
with about 30,000 items, and their attributes (approximately 100).

Let us consider the item Vodka Keglevich Melon. The correspondent hierar-
chical structure and the list of the item attributes are shown in the table
below.

Hierarchical Structure Attributes of Vodka
� owl:Things hasColour : transparent;
∇ � XXX Supermarket hasAlcoholicContent: high;

∇ � L0 Foodstuffs and Drinks Department hasFlavour : Melon;
∇ � L1 Drinks hasBrand: Keglevich;

∇ � L2 Vodka isFizzy: No;
∇ � L3 Spicy hasPrice: EUR 7.56;

� Vodka Keglevich Melon hasSize: 70 cl;

The DB - contains the transactions T .

The experimentation has been conducted using SeRQL (“Sesame RDF Query
Language”) [4] language for querying the ontology and the Apriori algorithm [1]
for mining association rules. SeRQL is an RDF/RDFS query language that is
currently being developed by Aduna as part of Sesame [5]. It combines the best
features of other (query) languages (RQL, RDQL, N-Triples, N3) and adds some
of its own. Sesame is a RDF database which can be employed to manage RDF
triples.

In the first two tests we abstract all items to two upper levels (level L2 and
level L1) for verifying what categories of items are bought together. In this way
we abstract all items to only 14 high level concepts in the first case and to only
4 high level concepts in the second one. These abstraction constraints can be
expressed respectively as:

Query 1 ≡ abstract2(ALL)
Query 2 ≡ abstract1(ALL)

The third test concerns an investigation for organizing a future promotional
campaign during the holidays (Christmas and Easter). The focus is on typical
sweets and cakes (with well-known brands) of the two holidays, and the alco-
holic drinks. The objective is to verify how those articles are related. All kinds of
sweets/cakes are abstracted to Foodstuffs (associated with the item brand) and
all kinds of alcoholic drinks to Drinks. These constraints can be expressed as:

Query 3 ≡ prune(∃hasBrand.=null)
(ALL)∧ abstract(∃hasBrand.<>null)

(Alcoholic, Drinks)

∧ abstract(∃hasBrand.<>null)
(Sweets, FoodStuffs)

∧ abstract((∃hasRecurrence.=Easter)�(∃hasRecurrence.=Christmas))(Sweets, FoodStuffs)

3 We considered the DB table named Marketing that, for each article, specifies a
hierarchical structure w.r.t. the department organization in the supermarket.
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The part of the ontology schema (i.e. the part of the DL knowledge base) related
to the Query 3 can be expressed by the following TBox fragment:

T3 = EatableThing � (∃hasBrand.string) � (= 1hasBrand)
� EatableThing � (∃hasRecurrence.string) � (≥ 0hasRecurrence)
� (Drinks � EatableThing) � (FoodStuffs � EatableThing)
� (Alcoholic � Drinks) � (Sweets � FoodStuffs)

According to the interpretation function I = (ΔI , ·I) defined in section 2, the
semantic interpretation of the conditions expressed by the abstract clauses is:(

Alcoholic � (∃hasBrand. <>null)


 Sweets � (∃hasBrand. <>null)

�
(

(∃hasRecurrence. =Easter) 
 (∃hasRecurrence. =Christmas)

))I

= AlcoholicI ∩ {xa | ∃ya.(xa, ya) ∈ hasBrandI ∧ ya = nullI}
∪ SweetsI ∩ {xs | ∃ys.(xs, ys) ∈ hasBrandI ∧ ys = nullI}

∩
(
{z | ∃w.(z, w) ∈ hasRecurrenceI ∧ w = EasterI}

∪ {h | ∃k.(h, k) ∈ hasRecurrenceI ∧ k = ChristmasI}
)

= {A} ∩ {xa | ∃ya.(xa, ya) ∈ {(a, ba)} ∧ ya = null}
∪ {S} ∩ {xs | ∃ys.(xs, ys) ∈ {(s, bs)} ∧ ys = null}

∩
(
{zs | ∃ws.(zs, ws) ∈ {(p, rp)} ∧ ws = Easter}

∪ {h | ∃ks.(hs, ks) ∈ {(q, rq)} ∧ ks = Christmas}
)

= {A} ∩ {(a, brand)}
∪ {S} ∩ {(s, brand)}

∩
(
{(p, Easter)} ∪ {(q, Christmas)}

)
= {(alcoholic, ba)} ∪ {(sweetsEaster, bs)} ∪ {(sweetsChristmas, bs)}

where {A} and {S} are the instances sets of the classes Alcoholic and Sweets
respectively, with a ∈ {A} and s, p, q ∈ {S}; ba, bs are any well-known brands
of Alcoholic and Sweets respectively. The semantic expressed by prune clause
is very similar to abstract so we omit it for lack of space.
In the last test, we consider the case in which the supermarket augments its ser-
vices by introducing a new department (Assisted Service). This event introduces
an innovation in the supermarket domain, so we have to modify the ontology4

i.e. we have to introduce a new data property, for some category (typeOfService
(ToS) with enumerated type Assisted Service, Take Away, Free Service). We ab-
stract to level L2 all the items with typeOfService equals to Assisted Service or
Take Away, ignoring the others. This constraint can be expressed as:

4 Notice that, the introduction of a new property does not imply the re-engineering
of the structure, but only the introduction of the property in the higher classes so
that the property is inherited by each subclasses.
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Query 4 ≡ abstract2(∃hasT oS.=AssistedService)(ALL)

∧ abstract2(∃hasT oS.=T akeAway)(ALL)

∧ prune((∃hasT os.<>AssistedService)�(∃hasT os.<>T akeAway))(ALL)

For the lack of space we omit the semantic interpretation of the Query4.
For evaluating our framework we submitted to the system the queries in-

troduced above. Our framework automatically translates these constraints into
SeRQL language for querying the ontology. In all tests we applied the Apriori
implementation of the KDDML System [10], setting the support threshold to
1%5, and confidence to 50%. In Table 2, the five rows represent the results of
the tests. The first query labeled noconstraints represents the request without
any constraints. #Trans reports the number of transactions that satisfy the
constraints, #Items reports the total number of different articles that compose
the transactions, #Itemsets and #Rules report the number of itemsets and the
rules computed by the Apriori, respectively. Furthermore LI and AI contain
statistical information about the number of items contained in the largest trans-
action, and the average number of items contained in a transaction. In figure 2

Query ID #Trans #Items #Itemsets #Rules LI AI

no constraintsQuery0 91563 123 176 50 76 7.68
Test 1Query1 80765 11 524 1248 12 3.86
Test 2Query2 76323 4 15 31 4 2.83
Test 3Query3 352 33 60 9 6 2.17
Test 4Query4 69534 10 200 258 10 4.03

Table 2. Queries summary results

we report the supports graph of the queries. In the abscissa there are the top
50 frequent itemsets, while in the ordinate there is the support related to the
ith frequent item. As you can notice, in the picture the result of Test 2 has not
been reported because it contains only 15 frequent itemsets. The use of real data
typically brings issues related to the quality of the extracted model. Items at the
lower levels of the taxonomy may not have enough support to appear in any
frequent itemsets. This aspect is underlined in figure 2 in which we can notice
that the Query 0 retrieves only itemsets with a very low support. This is mainly
due to the large number of articles. Moreover, rules extracted at the lower levels
of a concept, are too much specific, and may not be interesting. Consider for
example the following rule extracted at low level:

{bread, red wine, ham, chocolate cake} ⇒ {roasted chicken, cooked lasagne}
[supp = 0.02, conf = 0.57].

The rule is not relevant due to the low support. Consider instead the following
rule, that corresponds to the previous, but at an higher level of abstraction, and

5 This low support threshold is dued to the large number of items.
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Fig. 2. Compared Supports.

satisfying Query 4:

{FoodStuffs AssistitedService} ⇒ {FoodStuffs TakeAway}
[supp = 0.26, conf = 0.68].

This rule abstracts all the items to level L2 of the ontology and each of them is
selected by the typeOfService property. The information extracted from this as-
sociation rule can suggest that the assisted service department has to provide to
the customers also (take away) cooked meals (roastedchicken, cookedlasagne).
In general, items abstracted at the higher levels, tend to have higher support
counts. This fact increases the quality of the extracted rules, and as consequence,
helps the analyst in the decision support. Association rules related to Query 3,
for example, emphasize the concept of multi-level rule correlating concepts at
different abstraction level. For example the concept FoodStuffs (level L2) with
BAULI and MOTTA as brands, and Drinks (level L2) with ASTI6, are re-
lated to Red Meats (level L7) slaughtered and packed by the supermarket. It
can suggest to the analyst some marketing decisions on these products during
Easter or Christmas period.
The study of multi-level association rules is well-known in literature, and in this
context, our work may not seem innovative. The focus of our approach is the
introduction of the expressive power of ontologies for constraint-based multi-
level association rule mining. The main advantages can be summarized in terms
of extensibility and flexibility. Our framework is extensible because data prop-
erties and concepts can be introduced in the ontology without either changing
the relational database containing the transaction, or the implementation of
our framework. The flexibility is guaranteed from the separation of the data to

6 MOTTA, BAULI and ASTI are Italian food and drink brands.
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analyze (the transactions) from the meta-data (description of the data). Fur-
thermore it interesting to point out that our approach is general, and can be
adapted to further data mining analysis.

5 Related Works

Methods to define and integrate item constraints are originally introduced by
Srinkant and Agrawal in [11] and by Han and Fu in [7]. Recently, in [12] and [9],
we can find the attempt to integrate the item-constraints evaluation directly in
the rule extraction algorithm. In [12], the authors concentrate on improving the
Apriori algorithm, while in [9] the authors focus on the definition of a two-phase
approach: specification of the constraint association queries, and submission of
the constraints in the mining process.

Our approach follows the research line proposed by the cited works, neverthe-
less it introduces three main differences: (i) we employ an ontology to represent
an item taxonomy; (ii) constraints can be defined on the basis of specific prop-
erties of the items; (iii) by using an ontology instead of a taxonomy, a new item
property or a concept can be added without re-engineering the (meta-data) rep-
resentation model or the relational database.

Other studies concern the merging of the association rules mining with a
domain ontology. In [6], the authors use an ontology to improve the counting
support during the association rule mining phase by using a taxonomy. Another
interesting approach is presented in [8], where an ontology-based algorithm is
employed for discovering rules of product fault causes, in an attempt to discover
high-level clearer rules. In this case, the system enables the user only to specify
an ideal level of generality of the extracted rules. In addition, our framework
also enables the users to specify different levels of abstraction for different items,
depending on the specific properties of such items. A concise syntax has been
defined to this aim. In our view, the use of an ontology enforces constraints
definition, enabling us to use data properties in domain-specific constraints.

6 Conclusions and future works

We proposed an integrated framework for the extraction of constraint-based
multi-level association rules with the aid of an ontology. Our system permits the
definition of domain-specific constraints by using the ontology for filtering the
instances used in the association rule mining process. The main advantages of the
proposed framework can be summarized in terms of extensibility and flexibility.

In our case study, the supermarket domain is modeled only by classes and
data properties and it would be very interesting to study: (i) how object proper-
ties (and more complex logical relationships) can be employed in our framework;
(ii) what aspects they can improve. Other important future works are the pos-
sibility of modeling the antecedent and the consequent of an association rule as
ontology concepts in order to express constraints on the association rules struc-
ture. Furthermore we could improve the system by integrating the constraints
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evaluation directly in the mining algorithm.
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Contexts and ontologies in schema matching
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a general model of schema match-
ing based on the following ideas: on the one hand, a schema is viewed
as a context (namely as a partial and approximate representation of the
world from an agent’s perspective); on the other hand, a schema cannot
be assigned any arbitrary interpretation, as the meaning of the expres-
sions used to label nodes (and possibly arcs) may be constrained by
shared social conventions or agreements expressed in some lexical or do-
main ontologies. Accordingly, the proposed schema matching method can
be viewed as an attempt of coordinating intrinsically context-dependent
representations by exploiting socially negotiated constraints on the ac-
ceptable intepretations of the labels as codified in shared artifacts like
lexicons or ontologies.

1 Introduction

In the literature, we find many different approaches to the problem of schema
matching, and each of them reflects a theoretical view on what a schema is
(a graph, a linguistic structure, a data model, . . . ). In this paper, we propose
a general model based on the following ideas: on the one hand, a schema can
be viewed as a context in the sense defined in [?] (a partial and approximate
representation of the world from an agent’s perspective); on the other hand, a
schema cannot be assigned any arbitrary interpretation, as the meaning of the
expressions used to label nodes (and possibly arcs) may be constrained by shared
social conventions or agreements expressed in some lexical or domain ontologies.
Accordingly, a schema matching method can be viewed as an attempt of co-
ordinating intrinsically context-dependent representations by exploiting socially
negotiated constraints on the acceptable intepretations of the labels as codified
in shared artifacts like lexicons or ontologies.

Our claim is that this type of approach may also provide a general view on
the relation between contexts and ontologies. The idea is the following: contexts
are representations which encode an agent’s point of view; to be shared or com-
municated, these representations need to be linguistically expressed; however,
this linguistic representation cannot be arbitrary, otherwise agents would never
succeed in cokmmunication; lexical and domain ontologies are the reification

� Part of the material for this paper was developed in collaboration with Stefano
Zanobini as part of his PhD work.
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of partial and evolving agreements achieved in a linguistic or in other types of
communities on the use of terms used for communication (perhaps in limited
domains).

The paper is structured as follows. First, we present the intuitions underly-
ing our approach. Then we show how these intuitions are captured in a formal
model. Finally we argue that this model can also be used to explan what other
approaches to schema matching do.

2 The building blocks

Let us start with a few general definitions.

Definition 1 (Schema). Let Lext be a set of labels. A schema S is a 4-tuple

〈N, E, labN , labE〉, where 〈N, E〉 is a graph, labN : N → Lext is a function that

associates each node with a label in Lext, and labE : E → LNL is a function that

associates each edge to a label in Lext ∪ ∅.

In this definition, Lext is the language used to externalize a schema outside an
agent’s mind (e.g. for publishing the schema and sharing it with other agents). In
many real situations, it may be a subset of some natural language. For example,
in most web directories, the communication language is basically the portion of
English which is needed to label the directory categories, and the sign > to denote
the sub-category relation (e.g. Music > Baroque > Europe is a subcategory of
Music > Baroque)

Now we need to capture the intuition that an agent a may associate a set of
objects to a schema element e based on her understanding of the meaning of e,
and that different agents may have a different understanding of e. Let a1 and
a2 be two agents and Lext a suitable communication language. We now intro-
duce the notion of a representation language for an agent, namely the internal
(mental?) language which represents agents know about their environment. Let
Li be the representation language of the agent ai (where i = 1, 2), W a set of
worlds, and C a set of contexts of use. Intuitively, W is the set of all possible
interpretations of Lj , and C represents a collection of distinct contexts of use
of expressions belonging to Lext (C is necessary to model the fact that many
communication languages, including natural languages, are polysemous, namely
the same word may have a different meaning in different contexts of use). We do
not make any special assumption on Lext and Lj ; the only important require-
ment is that they are distinct – and possibly different – languages. For the sake
of this paper, we will assume that the representation languages are some sort of
Description Logic (DL) language (see [1] for an introduction to DL languages).

The connection between schema elements and data happens in two steps: in
the first, we take the specification of a schema element e in Lext and build the
representation of its meaning in Lj (given a context of use c); in the second, we
provide an interpretation function from the resulting expression of Lj into a set
of objects in the domain of W .

The first step is formalized by the following translation function.
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Definition 2 (Translation function). Let Lj be a representation language,

Lext a communication language and c a context in C. The translation function
T j

c : Lext → Lj is the function which associates an expression of Lj to an

expression of Lext when used in c.

We notice that the translation function is indexed with an agent’s name, as it
reflects the way such an agent assign a (subjective) meaning to the (public) ex-
pressions of a communication language. In the following, we will use the notation
T j to denote the family of functions {T j

c | c ∈ C}.
The second step is formalized by the following projection function.

Definition 3 (Projection function). Let Lj be a representation language and

w ∈ W . The projection function Pj
w : Lj → 2w is a function which, for any

possible world w, associates an extension to any term of Lj.

In the following, we will use the notation P j to denote the family of functions
{Pj

w | w ∈ W}.
To model the fact that agents may have domain knowledge about the con-

cepts which they associates to schema elements, we introduce the notion of an
agent’s ontology, expressed as a set of axioms in the agent’s representation lan-
guage: Oj = {ti � tk | ti, tk ∈ Lj}1.

Finally, an agent aj which uses Lext as a communication language is defined
as follows:

Definition 4 (Agent). An agent aLext

j =
〈
T j ,Pj, Lj ,Oj

〉
is a quadruple,

where T j is a family of translation functions, P j is a family of projection func-

tions, Lj is the agent’s representation language, Oj is the agent’s knowledge,

and the following holds:

∀w ∈ W ti � tk ∈ Oj ⇒ Pj
w(ti) ⊆ Pj

w(tk)

Now we have all the necessary building blocks for defining the formal object
of schema matching in this model.

3 Semantic Coordination

The main idea of our model is that in no real world sitation one can guarantee
that two agents share meanings just because they share a communication lan-
guage. Indeed, the notion of shared meaning is not available (meaning is always
mediated through concepts, and therefore partially private). Therefore, to model
schema matching, we need to introduce a notion of agreement which does not
1 For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the agent knowledge can be represented

as a set of entailment axioms between concepts. Notice that this formalization of the
knowledge basis is not a novelty, but it is the standard one used in Description Logics
[1]. Following this approach, for expressing the Is-A relation between the concepts,
we use the DL symbol ‘�’.
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presuppose that shared meanings are available and which we call semantic coor-

dination: two agents are semantically coordinated on the use of two expressions
t1 and t2 of a communication language Lext, with respect to a relation R and
in some context of use c, when the interpretation they give to the two linguistic
expressions is compatible2:

Definition 5 (Semantic Coordination). Let aLext

1 =
〈
T 1,P1, L1,O1

〉
and aLext

2 =
〈
T 2,P2, L2,O2

〉
be two agents, t1 and t2 two expressions of a

communication language Lext, and R be any set–theoretical relation. We say

that a1 and a2 are semantically coordinated on t1 and t2, with respect to R in

some context of use c, if the following holds:

∀w ∈ W P1
w(T 1

c (t1)) R P2
w(T 2

c (t2))

Imagine, for example, that R is an equivalence relation and t1 = t2 = ’cat’;
then the definition above says that two agents are coordinated with respect to
the use of the word ‘cat’ (in English) in a context of use c if, for any world
w ∈ W , they associate to it the set of objects belonging to the domain of w (via
translation and projection).

In what follows, we will use the notation coord(a1, a2, t1, t2, R, c) to denote
that the agents a1 and a2 are semantically coordinated on t1, t2 with respect to
R in the context c.

We now introduce a syntactic notion of mapping across schemas:

Definition 6 (Mapping). Let S1 =
〈
N1, E1, lab1

N , lab1
E

〉
and S2 =

〈
N2, E2, lab2

N , lab2
E

〉
be two schemas and � = {r1, . . . , rn} be a set of binary relations which may hold

between elements of the two schemas. A mapping MSP

1 →SP

2
is a set of mapping

elements 〈n1, n2, ri〉, where n1 ∈ N1, n2 ∈ N2, and r ∈ �.

We say that a mapping element m = 〈n1, n2, R, q〉 is correct if the two agents
a1 and a2 are semantically coordinated with respect to n1, n2 and R, in a context
c:

Definition 7 (Correct Mapping). Let MS1→S2 be a mapping between the

schemas S1 and S2. MS1→S2 is correct if and only if, for any mapping element

m = 〈n1, n2, r〉 ∈ MS1→S2 , it holds that:

coord(a1, a2, n1, n2, r, c)

To illustrate the generality of the model, consider the two following cases. In
the first, we imagine that a1 and a2 are the same agent; in this case, semantic
2 Compatibility here refers to a precise formal notion which was defined in [15] as

part of a logic of contextual reasoning. For lack of space, we will not try event
to summarize this notion in any detail. We only stress that compatibility captures
the idea of logical constraints holding between two distinct logical languages, and
therefore seems especially suitable in this paper, where we imagine that agents have
distinct representation languages.
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coordination boils down to the translation of elements of different schemas into
the same representation language, and to checking whether the relation r holds
between the two expressions of the representation language itself. In the second,
imagine that a1 and a2 are different, but S1 and S2 are the same schema; then,
a1 and a2 might be not coordinated even on the same schema element n, as they
might assign a different meaning to n and therefore r might not hold between
them.

4 Default rules for semantic coordination

Many theoretical results can be used to prove that semantic coordination (and
therefore the correctness of a mapping) can’t be directly checked, as it would
require knowledge on what any agent really means by a word in a context, and
this would be equivalent to look into an agent’s mind. However, in this section
we show that the condition of semantic coordination can be (and actually is)
approximated by three types of default rules which are used by agents to “jump
to the conclusion” that semantic coordination holds.

4.1 Syntactic default rules

The first type of default rule has to do with the used of a communication lan-
guage Lext in a community of agents. The idea is the following. Take any two
expressions t1 and t2 of Lext, and a family R+ of relations which connect some
syntactic features of any two expressions of Lext (e.g. string identity, substring,
permutations of strings, and so on). Now suppose that we have a “table” as-
sociating the elements of R+ with a family of set–theoretic relations R. The
syntactic default rule (SDR) says that, whenever r+ ∈ R+ holds between t1 and
t2, then r ∈ R holds between the meaning of t1 and t2.

Definition 8 (Syntactic Default Rule). Let let a1 and a2 be two agents, t1
and t2 be two expressions of the language Lext, r+ a relation between expressions

of Lext, and r the set-theoretical relation which corresponds to the syntactic

relation r+. Then:

if t1 r+ t2 in a context c

then coord(a1, a2, t1, t2, r, c)

As an example, let t1 be the phrase ‘black and white images’, t2 be the
word ‘images’ and r+ a relation holding two strings when one contains the
other. Imagine that this relation is associated with set inclusion (⊆). Then one
would be allowed to conjecture that an agent a1 using the expressions ‘black and
white images’ is semantically coordinated with an agent a2 using the expression
‘images’ with respect to set inclusion.

We should recognize that this default rule is extremely powerful and widely
used even in human communication, in particular in the special case of a single
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term (we typically assume that, unless there is any evidence to the contrary,
what other people mean by a word t is what we mean by the same word in a
given context). The intuitive correctness and the completeness of this default
rule essentially depends on the fact that a syntactical relation r+ be an ap-
propriate representation of a set–theoretical relation r, and vice–versa, that a
set–theoretical relation r is appropriately represented by some syntactical rela-
tion r+. But, in general, polysemy does not allow to guarantee the correctned
and completeness of this rule even in the trivial case when t1 = t2; and the
existence of synonyms makes it quite hard to ensure completeness.

4.2 Pragmatic default rule

The second type of default rules says that agents tend to induce that they are
semantically coordinated with other agents from a very small number of cases in
which the agreed with another agent upon the use of a word. For example, from
the fact that they agreed upon a few examples of objects called “laptops”, they
tend to induce a much stronger form of coordination on the meaning of the word
“laptop”. Formally, this pragmatic default rule can be expressed as follows:

Definition 9 (Pragmatic Default Rule). Let t1 and t2 be two expressions

of the language Lext, W a set of worlds, c ∈ C a context of use and r a set–

theoretical relation. Furthermore, let wA ∈ W be a finite world. Then:

if P1
wA

(T 1
c (t1)) R P2

wA
(T 2

c (t2))
then coord(a1, a2, t1, t2, r, c)

For exmaple, if t1 = t2 = t and R is the equality symbol (‘=’), then the pragmatic
default rule says that the restricted notion of semantic coordination can be
inferred when two agents associate the same subset of the current world to t.

Pragmatic default rules are a very strong form of induction from the par-
ticular to the universal, and it is well-known that this not a valid pattern of
reasoning. Indeed, if the positive examples are taken from a very small domain,
then the two agents may happen to induce their coordination on equivalence
simply because they never hit a negative example (lack of correctness); or vice
versa they may fail to recognize their coordination simply because they could
not find any positive example (lack of completeness).

4.3 Conceptual default rule

Finally, we discuss a third type of default rule, which can be stated as follows:

if T i
c (t1) r∗ T j

c (t2), then ∀w ∈ W P i
w(T i

c (t1)) r Pj
w(T j

c (t2))

where r∗ would be any relation between concepts.
However, there are two major problems with this definition:
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– first of all, the premise of the rule does not make sense, as we do not know
how to check in practice whether T i

c (t1) R∗ T j
c (t2) holds or not, as the two

concepts belong to different (and semantically autonomous) representation
languages;

– second, it not clear how to determine a relation between concepts. Indeed,
the syntactic and pragmatic default rule are based on conditions (relation
between strings, and relations between sets of objects) which can be exter-
nally verified. But how do we check whether the concept of “cat” is subsumed
by the concept of “mammal”?

A possible way out for the second issue may be that agents infer that such a
relation holds (or does not hold) from what they know about the two concepts.
This, of course, introduces an essential directionality in this rule, as it may be
that two agents have different knowledge about the two concepts to be compared.
So we need two distinct checks:

if Oi |= T i
c (t1) R∗ T j

c (t2)
then ∀w ∈ W P i

w(T i
c (t1)) R Pj

w(T j
c (t2))

and

if Oj |= T i
c (t1) R∗ T j

c (t2)
then ∀w ∈ W P i

w(T i
c (t1)) R Pj

w(T j
c (t2))

Suppose we accept this asymmetry. How can we address the first problem?

Senses and Dictionaries Here is where we introduce the notion of socially
negotiated meanings. Indeed, most communication languages (for example, nat-
ural languages) provide dictionaries which list all accepted senses of a word
(WordNet [13] is a well-known example of an electronic dictionary). A sense
can be viewed as a tentative bridge between syntax and semantics: its goal is
to list possible meanings (semantics) of a word (syntax), but this is done by
providing definitions which are given in the same language which the dictionary
is supposed to define. So, dictionaries have two interesting properties:

– on the one hand, they provide a publicly accessible and socially negotiated

list of acceptable senses for a word;
– however, senses cannot ipso facto be equated with a list of shared meanings

for the speakers of that language, as senses are (circularly) defined through
other words, and do not contain the concept itself.

However, we believe that dictionaries are crucial tools for communication lan-
guages, and indeed a linguistic community can be defined as a group of speakers
which agree on a common dictionary. Let us show how this idea can be used to
define a surrogate of a conceptual default rule.
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Definition 10 (Lexical Default Rule). Let t be an expression of the language

Lext, W a set of worlds, and c ∈ C a context of use. Furthermore, let aLext

1 and

aLext

1 be to agents of the same linguistic community. Then:

if SR1
c(t) = SR2

c(t)
then coord(a1, a2, t, t,≡, c)

where SRi
c(t) is a function that, given a context c and a term t ∈ Lext, re-

turns a suitable sense for t from a dictionary (notice that this function is again
parametric on agents).

Such default rules overcomes the first issue of an the ideal conceptual default
rule, i.e. comparing terms from different representation languages. Indeed, it
is a verifiable condition whether two agents refer to the same dictionary sense
of a word in a given context of use. However, as it is, it can only be used to
infer the restricted form of semantic coordination, as it applies only to a single
term t of Lext. The general default rule should say that two agents a1 and
a2 are semantically coordinated with respect to two expressions t1 and t2 of
the communication language Lext, and with respect to a relation r, when the
dictionary senses individuated by the sense retrieval function are r∗–related,
where r∗ is a relation between senses corresponding to the relation r between
concepts. As we said at the beginning of this section, the relation r∗ can be
determined only with respect to an agent’s knowledge about the relation between
concepts corresponding to senses. To capture this aspect, we need to make a
further assumption, namely that there is a mapping from the concepts is an
agent’s ontology Oj and dictionary senses. For example, if a1’s ontology O1

contains the axiom ‘cat � animal’ (where cat and animal are expressions of L1),
then [O1] contains the axiom ‘sg � sh’, where sg is the dictionary sense ‘feline
mammal’ associated to the word ‘cat’ and sh is the dictionary sense ‘a living
organism’ associated to the word ‘animal’3. Now, we can introduce an extended
lexical default rule.

Definition 11 (Lexical Default Rule Extended). Let t1 and t2 be two ex-

pressions of the language Lext, W a set of worlds, c ∈ C a context of use and r

a set–theoretical relation. Furthermore, let a1 and a1 be two agents belonging to

the same linguistic community. Then:

if [O1] |= SR1
c(t1) r∗ SR2

c(t2)
then coord(a1, a2, t1, t2, r, c) w.r.t. [O1]

and

if [O2] |= SR1
c(t1) r∗ SR2

c(t2)
then coord(a2, a1, t1, t2, r, c) w.r.t. [O2]

3 The problem of lexicalizing the ontologies with respect to some dictionary is not
completely new. In computer science area, a lot of studies are dedicated to this
problem. Among them, in our opinion the most relevant approaches are described in
[3, 14, 30].
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where r∗ is the relation between senses corresponding to r with respect to the

conceptual level of meaning.

Essentially, this rule says that, if the sets of senses associated to two ex-
pressions t1 and t2 by the agents a1 and a2 are in some relation r∗ with re-
spect to the (lexicalized) knowledge of the agent ai (for i = 1, 2), then they
are semantically coordinated with respect to t1, t2 and r. An example will
better clarify the situation. Suppose t1 is ‘images of cats’, and t2 is ‘images
of animals’. Furthermore, imagine that the senses that a1 associates to t1 are
〈sq, sw, se〉 (SR1

c(t1) = 〈sq, sw, se〉), and that the senses that a2 associates to t2
are 〈sq, sw, sr〉 (SR2

c(t2) = 〈sq, sw, sr〉), where sq = ‘a visual representation’, sw

= ‘concerning’, se = ‘feline mammal’ and sr = ‘a living organism’. Imagine now
that the (lexicalized) ontology [O1] contains the following two axioms: (i) ‘for
each pair of concepts c, d, if c � d, then ‘a visual representation’ ‘concerning’
c is less general than ‘a visual representation’ ‘concerning’ d; (ii) ‘feline mam-
mal’ � ‘a living organism’. In this case, we can deduce that 〈sq, sw, se〉 ‘less
general than’ 〈sq, sw, se〉, and, by applying the default rule, that the two agents
are coordinated with respect to the relation ‘less general than’ (⊆). The same
considerations can be done if we take into account the agent knowledge [O2] of
the other agent.

As we announced at the beginning of the section, the extended lexical default
rule introduces a form of directionality in the notion of semantic coordination,
as the computation of the relation r∗ between (lexicalized) concepts relies on an
agent’s knowledge about them, and such knowledge may lack, or be different in
two different agents. However, as it was proved in [2], this directionality effect
can be weakened. Indeed, the relation computed by a1 is guarantee to be correct
also for a2, if we can prove that O1 � O2.

The correctness and completeness of the lexical default essentially depends
on the condition that two agents use the same function to associate dictionary
senses to concepts in their internal representation and vice versa. Clearly, this
condition cannot be guaranteed, as we can always conceive a situation where
two agents point to the same dictionary sense sk for a term t, but then their
internal representation of sk is different. However, this type of rule makes an
essential use of socially negotiated tools, which provide a powerful extension to
purely syntactic or pragmatic methods.

5 Conclusions

The model we propose leds to two general results. The first is negative, as it
says that the condition required to prove that a mapping is correct (even in the
weak sense of semantic coordination) can never be formally proved. The second,
however, is that all the proposed matching methods can be classified into three
broad families, one for each default rule4:
4 Wever, see [25, 27] for a classification of matching methods based on different prin-

ciples.
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Syntactic methods: methods which try to determine a mapping by a purely
syntactic analysis of the linguistic expressions occurring in different schemas,
namely by comparing the properties of the strings that are used to label
nodes, and reasoning on their arrangement into a schema. Examples can be
found in [35, 32, 24, 6, 12, 34, 7, 19];

Pragmatic methods: methods which assume that the relation between schema
elements can be inferred from the relation between the data associated to
them. Examples can be found in [33, 8, 31, 7, 9, 29, 11, 5, 10, 20, 28];

Conceptual methods: methods which try to compute a mapping by compar-
ing the (lexical representation of the) concepts associated by the schema
creators to the schema elements. Examples can be found in [26, 4, 16].

The three types of methods have their own pros and cons. For example,
syntactic methods are highly effective, as they exploit and reuse very efficient
techniques from graph matching; however, their meaningfulness is quite low,
as they take into account a very superficial level of meaning which disregards
potential ambiguities and cannot capture semantic relations between concepts
which are not reflected in the pure syntax (for example, the relation between
“cats” and “mammals”). Pragmatic methods are extremely meaningful (if two
schemas were used to classify the same data set, and if the data set was repre-
sentative of the domain of discourse, then the outcome of pragmatic methods
would be always correct – independently from the analysis of labels and from
the arrangement of nodes); however, the necessary preconditions (same data set
and appropriate coverage) are extremely hard to match, and in practice we can
never know when they are matched (we can only rely on statistical methods).
Finally, conceptual methods – like pragmatic methods – have the advantage of
being independent from the syntactical structure of the schemas, as in principle
they can find the correct relation between two schema elements even if labels are
(syntactically) very different and nodes are arranged in different orders (when
such an order is inessential from a semantic point of view). In addition, like
syntactic methods, they have the advantage of being independent from the data
contained into the schema elements. However, conceptual methods may fail in
two crucial steps. First of all, the function which returns a sense for a word in
a context of use is quite complex, and inherits most well-known issues related
to word sense disambiguation in NLP. Second, an agent might lack part of the
relevant knowledge to compute a mapping between two concepts. However, we
should add that these methods are the only ones which are semantically incre-
mental: one can always know why a mapping was not found (or why a wrong
match was computed) and fix the problem is a general way (and not, for exam-
ple, by tuning some parameters, which may have bad effects on the performance
on different schemas).

Probaby to overcome some of these limitations, most actual methods are
indeed hybrid, as they use techniques which are based on more than one de-
fault rule (for example, syntactic methods use lexical information from thesauri,
and some conceptual methods use string matching techniques for improving the
quality of their results).
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Abstract. This note describes a logical system based on concepts and
contexts, whose aim is to serve as a representation language for meanings
of natural language sentences. The logic is a theoretical description of
the output of an evolving implemented system, the system Bridge, which
we are developing at parc, as part of the aquaint program. The note
concentrates on the results of an experiment which changed the under-
lying ontology of the representation language from cyc to a version of
WordNet/VerbNet.

1 Introduction

This note describes a second version of a logical system based on concepts and
contexts, whose aim is to serve as a representation language for meanings of
natural language sentences. This representation language is constrained in two
different directions: on the one hand we want the mapping from English to this
language to be as easy as possible, hence we want a very expressive logical
language. On the other hand we want to do reasoning with this language, so we
want to constrain its complexity as much as possible.

The first version of this logic of contexts and concepts was called TIL (for
Textual Inference Logic) and was described in [1]. The logical system in this
paper, which we call TIL2 (for Textual Inference Logic Two), the formalization
of the implemented system Bridge that we are developing at parc as part of the
aquaint framework, shares with TIL its main characteristics: it is a logical sys-
tem of concepts and contexts, where declaration of instantiability of an instance
of a concept in a context specifies the truth of assertions concerning that concept
in that context. Uninstantiability is the negation of instantiability. Some higher
level discussion of the rationale behind the systems can be found in [6, 2, 4].

The main difference between TIL and TIL2 is the change of the underlying on-
tology from the cyc one to an in-house version of a merge of WordNet/VerbNet.
Here we concentrate on the results of this experiment in the change of ontology.
We also discuss briefly the problem of evaluating the quality of the representa-
tions produced by the system Bridge.

� This work was sponsored in part by DTO. Approved for Public Release; distribution
unlimited.
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For those interested, the system Bridge parses sentences in English using our
industrial-strength parser xle and a hand-crafted lexical functional (lfg) gram-
mar[11]. Parsed sentences are mapped to f -structures and f -structures are then
mapped to linguistic semantic structures. These are mapped to akr (Abstract
Knowledge Representation) structures using a robust rewriting system [6]. This
layered approach to producing logic from text is useful and natural. We have
discussed elsewhere the (perhaps less natural) main characteristics of our ap-
proach: the ‘packing’ of all these structures. By ‘packing’ we mean that instead
of disambiguating structures (grammatical ones, semantic ones and knowledge
representation ones) and pruning the less likely ones at each stage of the pipeline,
our algorithms allow us to keep a condensed representation of all possibilities,
effectively avoiding premature pruning of the correct choices.

Given that our logical akr representations are intimately connected to the
underlying ontology, one might expect that the change of ontology from cyc
to WordNet/VerbNet would necessitate a total reworking of the system Bridge.
This turned out not to be case, the re-architecture of the system was surprisingly
easy and almost trouble-free. It is true that new trade-offs were made and these
are some of the issues that we discuss here. But before discussing trade-offs we
should explain why this change of ontology and what are the representations
obtained in TIL2.

Our aim is to map free text to logical formulae based on a conceptual hierar-
chy that one can reason with. Our initial intuition was to try to use the concepts
provided by the biggest knowledge base available cyc, and to take advantage of
its reasoning component, which was familiar to some of us. Although we used
cyc concepts for our first logic, we found it useful to map the text to an abstract
form of knowledge representation (akr), that could be realized as cyc or km
or any other knowledge representation formalism. The design of this akr aimed
for a sweet spot between ease of mapping from text to a formalism, and map-
ping from that formalism to standard logical representations. A happy surprise
was our realization that the akr representations were already good enough for
some important classes of textual inferences that we wanted to concentrate on.
In general, the inferences we wanted to concentrate on were immediate, almost
simple-minded, but necessary for the understanding of the text. For example, if
the text says that “John managed to close the door” then we can safely infer
that “John closed the door” and this kind of immediate inference is absolutely
necessary to answer questions, based on snippets of text, as is the case in our pri-
mary application. Furthermore, these inferences did not seem to depend crucially
on the particular ontology; they were much more dependent on the articulation
of inference patterns surrounding the use of particular classes of words which
appear quite often in open texts.

At the same time, we were having serious difficulties completing mappings
from open texts when using the cyc system. cyc’s mappings from word to cyc
concepts are very sparse, as might be expected from a knowledge base not built
to model language. We realized that having good information, very deep, about
some concepts and nothing at all about others was worse than having superficial
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information about most words. Thus we decided to move to a WordNet/VerbNet
ontology, or more precisely, to the projection of WordNet/VerbNet obtained from
our own Unified Lexicon[5].We considered trying to extend the mappings from
WordNet to cyc; however, we found that concepts implicit in WordNet covered
a broader range than those in cyc, and we found no automatic way of extending
the mappings from WordNet senses to cyc concepts.

As in the previous version of the system the logic is based on the notion of
events expressed in a neo-Davidsonian style [10]. We use the neo-Davidsonian
notation because it supports easy handling of optional/missing arguments. We
couple this with use of contexts based on McCarthy’s ideas [8]. McCarthy’s con-
texts have two properties that we cash out in our system. The first is that within
a context, reasoning can be done locally. So for example, if Ed leaves Berlin. then
whether this is in a hypothetical/counterfactual, or real-world context, in that
context one can conclude that Ed was in Berlin. The second property of Mc-
Carthy’s contexts is the existence of context-lifting rules that relate statements
in one context to ones in nested contexts. We show how linguistic structures
provide a framework for different classes of such context-lifting rules.

We first describe the logical system, using several examples. Rather than
listing all kinds of relations between contexts and concepts that the implemented
system produces, we aim to give a feel for how our representations look like. Then
we discuss the changes, gains and losses, caused by the change of ontology from
cyc to WordNet/VerbNet. Finally we discuss methods and criteria for evaluating
the coverage of the logical system obtained. We close with some ideas for further
work.

2 TIL2 via examples

It is traditional for logics of Knowledge Representation to be fragments of first-
order logic (fol). It is traditional for logics for natural language semantics to
be higher-order intensional logics. Our logic has concepts, which make it look
like “description logics”, that is, fragments of fol, but it also has contexts, a
possible-worlds-like construct that, we hope, is expressive enough for the needs
of natural language.

Concepts, the way we conceive them, come from both neo-Davidsonian event
semantics and, somewhat independently, from description logics. Some of our
reasons for using a concept denoting analysis instead of an individual denoting
analysis when mapping noun phrases to logic are discussed in [3]. The main rea-
sons are being able to deal with non-existent entities (for example when mapping
“Negotiations prevented a strike” we do not want to say that there exists ne-
gotiations N and there exists a strike S and prevented(N, S), as the prevented
strike does not really exist in the actual world).

One of the main differences between TIL and TIL2 consists in the type of
concepts that are used. While in the previous logic TIL the basic ontology was
the cyc ontology, for TIL2 the basic ontology is WordNet/VerbNet. But whatever
the basic ontology, concepts in our logic are of two very different kinds: the first
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kind of concepts are given a priori, sitting in a established hierarchy, based on
the hierarchy underlying either cyc or the synsets of WordNet, considered as a
taxonomy. The second kind of concepts are dynamic, created by the implemented
system Bridge when we feed it an English sentence. The dynamic concepts are
created and placed in the hierarchy in use, as best as we can, at run time.

For example, when using the cyc ontology, for the sentence A zebra slept, we
use two cyc concepts Zebra and Sleeping and two dynamic concepts zebra : 1,
a subconcept of the cyc concept Zebra and sleep : 11, a subconcept of the
cyc concept Sleeping. Now when the same sentence is analyzed in the Word-
Net/VerbNet version of the system, the dynamic concept zebra : 1 will be
mapped to a subconcept of the WordNet synset corresponding to the zebra an-
imal, but the dynamic concept corresponding to the zebra’s sleeping, sleep : 11
will be mapped to two different static concepts in WordNet, one corresponding
to the WordNet meaning of animal sleep, the other corresponding to “accom-
modate”, as in the sentence The tent sleeps six.

The concepts in WordNet are treated by Bridge, following WordNet con-
vention, using the synset numbers. These are not very easy to read, hence the
system pretty-prints it as a head word of the synset, followed by a number.
The dynamic concepts are written as the word colon a number, showing that
this is simply a Skolem constant. For example a clause like subconcept(sleep :
11, [sleep− 1, sleep− 2]) means that the dynamic subconcept of the zebra sleep
(sleep : 11) is either a subconcept of sleep − 1 or of sleep − 2.

The most underspecified concept in the WordNet hierarchy is entity, which
corresponds to the concept Thing in cyc. All our concepts are subconcepts of
the most underspecified concept. We assume that that there are no circularities
nor inconsistencies1 in the given initial hierarchy, be that cyc or WordNet.

The second main difference between TIL and TIL2 has to do with how the
concepts are related, when expressing propositions. In both systems concepts are
related via “role” assertions, but the kinds of roles available are different. Thus
continuing on with the same example “The zebra slept” when using the cyc
ontology, we were able to use the cyc role bodilyDoer to connect the sleeping
event concept to the zebra concept, so the representation ends up with the
two subconcept clauses plus a clause for role(bodilyDoer, sleep : 11, zebra : 1),
while the representation using the WordNet/VerbNet ontology is very similar,
but has instead role(Agent, sleep : 11, zebra : 1) The cyc role bodilyDoer is
much more specific than the role Agent from the much more limited collection of
VerbNet roles. Our unified lexicon ([5]) provides a mapping from the grammatical
relations produced by our xle/lfg parser to the concept and role structure based
on the information in VerbNet. While many of our roles resemble linguistic
“thematic roles”, the view here is more general and we have many roles that
do not correspond to thematic roles, see below. Roles are written as ternary
relations, in a prefix notation, i.e. role(t1, t2, t3) where t1 is the name of the
role and t2 and t3 are the concepts in the binary relation named by t1. Thus
the intuitive meaning of role(Agent, sleep : 11, zebra : 1) is that in a particular

1 This is a big assumption, but we hope others are working on the problem.
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context there is an sleeping event (a generic sub-concept of the sleeping concept)
and there is a zebra (a generic sub-concept of the concept of zebra) such that
the relation Agent relates this zebra and this sleeping event.

The logical system described so far looks like a description logic. We have
concepts Concept with their own partial order (written as subconcept(t1, t2)) and
roles Role, which are binary relations on the set of concepts Concept. We write
clauses that either relate concepts via subconcept relations or relate roles to
pairs of concepts, like role(Agent, sleep : 11, zebra : 1). And we write collections
of clauses that correspond to representations of natural language sentences and
hence correspond to propositions.

But our simple logic has contexts Context, as well as concepts. There is a
first initial context (written as t) that corresponds roughly to what we take the
world to be like, as far the author of the sentence is committed to. But since this
circumlocution is awkward, we will usually talk about this top level context as
the ‘true context’.

Contexts in our logic were conceived as syntactic ways of dealing with inten-
sional phenomena, including negation and non-existent entities. They support
making existential statements about the existence and non-existence in specified
possible worlds of entities that satisfy the intensional descriptions specified by
our concepts. The possible worlds reflect the worlds implicitly (partially) de-
scribed by the author of a text. Authors statements of propositional attitudes
clearly require use of intensional terms, since no existence in the real world can
be implied by such descriptions. It is clear that intensional notions are required
when dealing with the representation in logic of propositional attitudes. We use
propositional attitudes as an example of our use of contexts.

Propositional attitudes predicates relate contexts and concepts in our logic.
Thus a concept like ‘knowing’ or ‘believing’ or ‘denying’ introduces a context
that represents the proposition that is known, believed or denied. For example,
if we want to represent the sentence Ed denied that the diplomat arrived, we will
need concepts for the arriving event, for the denying event, for the diplomat and
for Ed. And we will need roles that describe how these concepts relate to each
other. Thus we need to say who did the ‘denying’ and ‘what was denied’ and
who did the arriving. The content of what was denied in the denying event is the
proposition corresponding to The diplomat arrived. The role corresponding to
‘what was denied’ relates a dynamic concept, the concept of the denying event
(written as deny : 4), to (the contents of) a new context. To name this new
context we use its ‘context head’. The context head is the arriving event, so the
new context is called context(ctx(arrive : 4)) (‘contex-head’ is one of the many
roles in the system that is not a thematic role).

Contexts allow us to localize reasoning: the existence of the denying event and
of Ed are supposed to happen in the true world, but the existence of the arrival
of the diplomat is only supposed to happen in the world of the things denied
by Ed. In particular the arrival event could be considered as not happening,
if Ed is known as a reliable source. (The system takes no position as to the
instantiability or not of the arrival event in the top context: the instantiability
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of the arriving is only stated in the context of the things denied by Ed.) In some
cases (for example if the sentence was Ed knew that the diplomat arrived) we can
percolate up the truth of assertions in inner contexts up to the outside context.
In many cases we cannot. The happening or not of events is dealt with by the
instantiability/uninstantiability predicate that relates concepts and contexts.

While we may be prepared to make the simplifying assumption that if ‘X
is known’ than ‘X is true’, we certainly do not want to make the assumption
that if ‘X is said’ than ‘X is true’. We say that the context introduced by a
knowing event is veridical with respect to the initial context t, while the context
introduced by a saying event is averidical with respect to the initial context.
Negation introduces a context that is anti-veridical with respect to the original
context. Thus we have a fairly general mechanism of contexts (these can clearly
be iterated), which can represent some positive and some negative information.
Similarly to McCarthy’s logic we also have ‘context lifting rules’ that allow us
to transfer veridicality statements between contexts, in a recursive way.

Our representations also have a (preliminary) layer of temporal representa-
tion on them. The idea is to order events according to their times of happening
and with respect to some generic time ‘Now’.

A few words on related work: Clearly our goals and motivations are very
similar to the SNePS project[12]. We share the use of intensional notions and of
contexts, with a logic approach that strives for the right amount of expressivity.
But the differences are overt: we do not feel the need for belief revision. We
deal with snapshots of the author’s world, not with systems of beliefs. Our basic
logic system is constructive, not relevant and paraconsistent. While both logics
have been (and are being) designed to support natural language processing and
commonsense reasoning, they are implemented very differently.

3 Changing the Ontology

Changing the ontology allowed us to talk about ambiguity-enabled or packed rep-
resentations. While we could, in principle, do the same with the cyc ontology
and we did so, to a limited extent, in practice we simply didn’t have the different
concepts for each word. For many words we did not have a single concept associ-
ated to it, for very few we did have more than one. So we were restricted to what
the ontologists in cyc thought the meaning of a given word was. (Of course we
are now constrained to the meanings that the lexicographers at WordNet think
one should have, but the pool is much bigger. So we do not have the problem of
“missing concept for skolem”, by and large). Thus a sentence like “Ed arrived at
the bank” will not be assigned simply one of possible meanings of “bank” (river
bank or financial institution). Actually it will map to any of the ten possible
meanings of bank in WordNet. Also “arrive” will be mapped to two different
meanings, the physical reaching of a destination and the somewhat metaphoric,
succeed in a big way. But instead of having twenty different representations for
the meaning of the sentence, sharing the concepts ’Ed’, ’arrive’, ’bank’ and the
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VerbNet roles for ’arrive’, we have a single representation packing all of this as

subconcept(arrive : 4, [arrive − 1, arrive − 2])
role(Experiencer, arrive : 4, Ed : 1)
role(Cause, arrive : 4, bank : 15)
subconcept(Ed : 1, [male − 2]])
subconcept(bank : 15, [bank − 1, . . . bank − 10])

One bad side of this is that we are forced (to begin with, at least) to use
the very uninformative VerbNet roles. Thus in the example above we end up
with one sensibly named role role(Experiencer, arrive : 4, Ed : 1) and one not
so sensibly named role(Cause, arrive : 4, bank : 15). We have discussed ways
of augmenting the number of roles of VerbNet (from less than twenty) to a
reasonable number, presumably much less than the 400 that cyc has, but have
found that a daunting task, so we are still exploring possibilities. Roles in our
system are supposed to support inference and at the same time are supposed to
make the mapping from language feasible. For the latter purpose (mapping from
language feasibly) VerbNet roles are well-suited, but they are too underspecified
to help with inference. The quest is on to find a collection of roles that keeps
feasibility of the mapping, but improves the inferential capabilities.

While the mechanism that implements the packing of representations could
be used with the cyc ontology too, the actual details of the previous imple-
mentation, which looked at noun concepts before verb concepts (given cyc’s
more extensive coverage of nouns) made packed representations the exception
rather than than the norm. In any case packing makes more sense when using
WordNet/VerbNet where we do have many concepts for each word.

Another feature of our use of the new ontology is that it does not enforce
“sortal restrictions”. Using cyc we could make sure that in the sentence Ed
fired the boy the verb ‘fire’ was used with the meaning of what cyc calls
DischargeWithPrejudice, while in Ed fired the cannon it was used with a
ShootingAGun meaning. With the new ontology we do not weed out even the
worst clashes of meanings. But a single representation covers a multitude of
meanings. We take this as a shortcoming that we plan to address in future work.

4 Inferences and Design Decisions

The reason for introducing event concepts was the fact that they make some
inferences that can be complicated in other semantical traditions very easy. For
example it is obvious how to obtain Ed arrived in the city from the sentence
Ed arrived in the city by bus. This inference corresponds simply to conjunction
dropping in our logic. But of course there is much more to textual inference than
simply dropping conjuncts.

To test textual inference our system provides a method for detecting en-
tailment/contradictions, called “qa” for the application in question answering.
When given two passages “qa” tells us whether the second passage is entailed
by the first one or not. Simple subconcept/superconcept reasoning is handled.
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In addition we support some pre and post condition reasoning. So Ed arrived
in the city does entail that A person arrived in the city, since Ed is a person.
Similarly Ed arrived in Rome should entail that Ed arrived in a city, as ‘Rome’
is a city, but given that the proper names in WordNet are somewhat sketchy, we
do not use this facility.

Note that the clauses we construct satisfy the usual monotonicity patterns,
both in positive and in negative form. Thus Ed arrived in the city by bus entails
that Ed arrived in the city. But Ed did not arrive in the city entails that Ed did
not arrive in the city by bus, while Ed did not arrive in the city by bus does not
entail that Ed did not arrive in the city.

We have also implemented the transformation of nominal deverbals with their
respective arguments into verb-argument structures. The work is described in
[7]. It allows us to conclude from a sentence like Alexander’s destruction of the
city happened in 332 B.C. that the sentence Alexander destroyed the city in 332
B.C. follows.

We have done significant work on exploring how certain linguistic expressions
support classes of context-lifting rules. Using the context structure of our logic
we support inferences associated with kinds of verbs with implicative behavior.
In our unified lexicon, the classes of such behavior are marked. This work is
discussed in [9]. Here we simply give an example of each one of the classes of
“implication signatures” or implicative behavior described by Nairn, Condoravdi
and Karttunen. There are nine such classes, depending on whether positive en-
vironments are taken to positive or negative ones. Thus for example the verb
“manage” takes positive predicates (e.g “Ed managed to close the door” → “Ed
closed the door”) to positive predicates and negative ones (“Ed didn’t manage
to close the door” → “Ed didn’t close the door”). By contrast the verb “forget
(to)” inverts the polarities: “Ed forgot to close the door” → “Ed didn’t close the
door” and “Ed didn’t forget to close the door” → “Ed closed the door”.

More complicated are the verbs that only show their implicative behavior
either in positive or negative situations. For example we have positive implica-
tives like the verb “force (to)” takes positive polarities and produces positive
polarities (e.g “Ed forced Mary to paint” → “Mary painted”), but if “Ed didn’t
force Mary to paint” we cannot tell whether Mary painted or not. While “refuse
(to)” only works to produce negative polarity (e.g. ‘Mary refused to sing” →
“Mary did not sing”). There are also negative implicatives like “attempt (to)”
and “hesitate (to)” which again only work for a negative polarity, but produce
a positive one (“Ed didn’t hesitate to leave” → “Ed left”, but if “Ed hesitated
to leave” we cannot tell whether he left or not).

Finally we have factives and counterfactives, examples being “forget (that)”
(”Ed forgot that Mary left” → ”Mary left” and “Ed didn’t forget that Mary
left” → “Mary left” and “pretend that” (“Ed pretended that Mary left” →
“Mary didn’t leave” and “Ed didn’t pretend that Mary left” → “Mary left”).
And the neutral class, where we cannot say anything about the veridicity of the
complement (“Ed said/expected that Mary left”). Further work is in progress
to mark implicative behavior of verbs that do not take sentential complements.
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One of our difficult design decisions was over the treatment of copula. It was
clear that one needed to have trivial inferences like “Ed is a clown” contradicts
“Ed is not a clown”. But the mechanism used to infer that should be also able to
cope with answering yes to “Ed, the clown, slept” implies that “A clown slept”
and several other similar and not so similar inferences.

5 Towards Evaluation

From the beginning we faced the problem of measuring the ‘quality’ of our
representations. One can try to measure that by manually inspecting the repre-
sentations themselves and checking that the arguments provided by the system
correspond to our intuitions. But this is not very efficient nor objective. We can
also try to measure the faithfulness of the representations by checking whether
the system can answer correctly questions, using these representations. We have
tried this indirect method in the aquaint pilot kb Evaluation and the mea-
suring is quite difficult because question/answer pairs usually have to deal with
several logic-linguistic issues at once. We devised pairs of question/answers that
try to focus on a particular specific problem at a time. Thus we have test-suites
checking mostly deverbal nouns, or anaphora resolution or coordination of sen-
tences, etc. But besides being time consuming and laborious, it is not clear that
this would measure adequacy or faithfulness of the representations in a fair way.
At the moment, it seems to us that the best that can be done is to try to look
at textual entailment, as originally proposed by the pascal rte but modify it
to deal with the issues that we consider important, like the implicative behavior
of lexical items and especially the need to distinguish between entailment of a
negation from not being able to draw a conclusion [13].

6 Conclusion

This note only starts the discussion of the kinds of inferences that we expect to
be able to make using our logic of concepts and contexts. On the positive side we
have an implemented system Bridge that it is easy to modify as it relies on a heavy
duty rewriting system (the transfer system[6]) capable of packing efficiently large
amounts of representations, be they f -structures or akr-structures. This system
proved to be robust enough to cope with a very radical change of ontologies.
Moreover, the abstract description of the system needed almost no modification.

On the negative side, much work remains to be done to get the system work-
ing as well as we want it to. First we still have a long way to go as far as improving
the representations is concerned. Amongst the issues we have not discussed here
are how to deal with noun-noun compounds, how to deal with contexts intro-
duced by adjectives and adverbs and how to deal with temporal modifiers and
temporal interpretation in general. We have done some work on these problems
and hope to describe that work elsewhere.

We have said nothing about how to deal with lexical entailments such as Ed
snored implies that Ed slept. We are not sure whether this problem should be
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addressed by creating enriched representations (maybe the concept of ‘snoring’
must include a “concurrent” necessary condition of ‘sleeping’) , or whether such
inferences should be handled in the entailment/contradiction algorithm. So we
are back to the previous trade-off between easiness of mapping and easiness of
reasoning.
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Abstract. We revisit the top-level ontology Gumo for the uniform man-
agement of user and context models in a semantic web environment.
We discuss design decisions, while putting the focus on ontological is-
sues. The structural integration into user model servers, especially into
the U2M-UserModel&ContextService, is also presented. We show ubiq-
uitous applications using the user model ontology Gumo together with
the user model markup language UserML. Finally, we ask how data from
Web 2.0 and especially from a social tagging application like del.icio.us
as a basis for user adaptation and context-awareness could influence the
ontology.

Keywords ubiquitous user modeling, semantic web, ontological engineering,
web 2.0, user model markup language

1 Motivation and Introduction

A commonly accepted top level ontology for user and context models is of great
importance for the user modeling and context research community. This ontology
should be represented in a modern semantic web language like OWL and thus be
available for all user-adaptive systems at the same time via internet. The major
advantage would be the simplification for exchanging user model and context
data between different user-adaptive systems.

However, the current trends of web 2.0 and social computing tell us that the
users like to create their own tag spaces, naming conventions and taxonomies.
The masses of tagging, rating and even blogging define a kind of ”wisdom of
the crowds”. Now the question arises how this new bottom-up approach can be
combined with the more top-down approach of ontology engineering. Does a re-
visiting of a domain ontology like the user model and context ontology GUMO
make sense? There are two directions of mutual influence possible. An existing
ontology could be used in taxonomy learning of tag spaces in a way of seeding,
or the other way round, the taxonomies that are dynamically generated by the
tagging behavior of communities can be used to correct or update existing on-
tologies. Approaches for tag-space mining are presented in [Schmitz et al., 2006],
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[Heymann and Garcia-Molina, 2006] and [Golder and Huberman, 2006]. And in
[Mika, 2005] a first attempt is shown how to learn ontologies from tag-space
mining. Please notice that we present in this paper only initial thoughts in the
direction of the duality of ontology engineering and tag-space mining. Back to
the ontological approach. The problem of syntactical and structural differences
between existing user modeling and context systems could be overcome with a
commonly accepted taxonomy, specialized for user modeling tasks. Note, that we
are talking about a user model ontology rather than a user modeling ontology,
which would include, the inference techniques, or knowledge about the research
area in general. We are analyzing the user’s dimensions that are modeled within
user-adaptive systems like the user’s heart beat, the user’s age, the user’s current
position or the user’s birthplace.

Ontologies provide a shared and common understanding of a domain that
can be communicated between people and heterogeneous and widely spread ap-
plication systems, as pointed out in [Fensel, 2001]. Since ontologies have been
developed and investigated in artificial intelligence to facilitate knowledge shar-
ing and reuse, they should form the central point of interest for the task of
exchanging user models. The design choices in our approach are described in
the following. The main conceptual idea for the construction of the special-
ized user model ontology Gumo was to divide the descriptions of user model
dimensions into three parts: auxiliary - predicate - range. For example if one
wants to say something about the user’s interest in football, one could divide this
into the auxiliary part: ”interest”, the category part ”football” and the range
part: ”low-medium-high”. If a system wants to express something like the user’s
knowledge about Beethoven’s Symphonies, one could divide this into the triple:
”knowledge” - ”Beethoven’s Symphonies” - ”poor-average-good-excellent”. As
a third example, the user’s hair-color would lead to: ”property” - ”hair-color”
- ”black-red-brown-blonde-white”. First of off all, important groups of auxil-
iaries have to be identified. A list of identified important user model auxiliaries
could be { has Property, has Interest, has Believe, has Knowledge, has Pref-
erence, has Regularity, has Plan, has Goal, has Location }. This listing is not
intended to be complete, but it is a start with which, most of the important
user facts can be realized. Then the user model predicates have to be classi-
fied and analyzed. But it turned out that actually everything can be a category
for the auxiliary ”interest” or ”knowledge”, thus a whole world-ontology would
be needed, what leads to a real problem if one does not work modularized.
The crucial idea is to leave this part open for existing other ontologies like the
general CYC ontology (see [Lenat, 1995] for example), the UbisWorld ontology
(see [Stahl and Heckmann, 2004]), or any other. This insight leads to a modular
approach which forms a key feature rather than a disadvantage. Nevertheless
the problem of finding a commonly accepted, specialized top level ontology for
the user modeling research group is moved into the user’s property section:
Which classes of user dimensions can be identified? In [Jameson, 2001] and in
[Kobsa, 2001] rough classifications for such categories can be found. However,
no top level user model ontology has been proposed so far.
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Fig. 1. Several User Model Property Dimensions: Emotional States, Characteristics
and Personality with included sub models like the ”Five Factor Model”

2 Representation of Gumo in OWL

In this section we discuss, why we have chosen the web ontology language OWL.
We present three concept definitions, namely the class ”Physiological State”, the
user model dimension ”Happiness” and the auxiliary ”has Knowledge”.

2.1 Three example concept definitions from Gumo

Figure 2 presents as a first example the concept of the user model dimension
class Physiological State which is realized as a owl:Class. A class defines a group
of individuals that belong together because they share some properties. Classes
can be organized in a specialization hierarchy using subClassOf. There is a
built-in most general class named Thing that is the class of all individuals and
a superclass of all OWL classes. The Physiological State is defined as subclass
of Basic User Dimensions.

Every new concept has a unique rdf:ID, that can be resolved into a com-
plete URI. Since the handling of these URIs could become very unhandy, a short
identification number was introduced, the so called u2m:identifier. The iden-
tification number in this case is 700016, it has been chosen arbitrarily but seen
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<owl:Class rdf:ID="PhysiologicalState.700016">

<rdfs:label> Physiological State </rdfs:label>

<u2m:identifier> 700016 </u2m:identifier>

<u2m:lexicon>the state of the body or bodily functions</u2m:lexicon>

<u2m:website rdf:resource="&UserOL;concept=700016" />

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#BasicUserDimensions.700002" />

</owl:Class>

Fig. 2. The OWL class definition of ”Physiological State”

under its namespace, it is unique. It has the advantage of freeing the textual
part in the rdf:ID from the need of being semantically unique. The term mouse
for example, could be read as the animal mouse, or as the computing device
mouse. Apart from solving the problem of conceptual ambiguity, this number
facilitates the work within relational databases, which is important from the
implementation point of view.

Figure 2 also defines the lexical entry u2m:lexicon of the concept of Physi-
ological State as ”the state of the body or bodily functions”, while this textual
definition could also be realized through a link to an external lexicon. The at-
tribute u2m:website points towards a web site, that has its purpose in present-
ing this ontology concept, to a human reader. The abbreviation &UserOL; is a
shortcut for the complete URL to the Gumo ontology.

<rdf:Description rdf:ID="Happiness.800616">

<rdfs:label> Happiness </rdfs:label>

<u2m:identifier> 800616 </u2m:identifier>

<u2m:durability> Hour.520060 </u2m:durability>

<u2m:image rdf:resource="http://u2m.org/UbisWorld/img/happiness.gif" />

<u2m:website rdf:resource="&UserOL;concept=800616" />

<rdf:type rdf:resource="#EmotionalState.700014" />

<rdf:type rdf:resource="#FiveBasicEmotions.700015" />

</rdf:Description>

Fig. 3. GUMO definition of ”Happiness”

Figure 3 defines the user model dimension Happiness as an rdf:Description.
It contains a rdfs:label, a u2m:identifier and a u2m:website attribute. Ad-
ditionally it provides a default value of the average durability u2m:durability.
It carries the qualitative time span of how long the statement is expected to be
valid (like minutes, hours, days, years). In most cases when user model dimen-
sions or context dimensions are measured, one has a rough idea about the ex-
pected durability, for instance, emotional states change normally within hours,
however personality traits won‘t change within months. Since this qualitative
time span is dependent from every user model dimension, a definition mechanism
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is prepared within the Gumo. Some examples of rough durability-classifications,
without any attempt of proven correctness, are:

– physiologicalState.heartbeat - can change within seconds
– mentalState.timePressure - can change within minutes
– emotionalState.happiness - can change within hours
– characteristics.inventive - can change within months
– personality.introvert - can change within years
– demographics.birthplace - can’t normally change at all

Another important point that is shown in the definition of happiness in figure
3 is the ability in OWL of multiple-inheritance. In detail, happiness is defined
as rdf:type of the class Emotional State as well as rdf:type of the class Five
Basic Emotions. Thus OWL allows to construct complex, graph like hierarchies
of user model concepts, which is especially important for ontology integration.
Figure 4 defines the auxiliary has Knowledge as rdfs:subPropertyOf of the

<rdf:Property rdf:about="hasKnowledge.600120">

<rdfs:label> has Knowledge </rdfs:label>

<u2m:identifier> 600120 </u2m:identifier>

<u2m:website rdf:resource="&UserOL;concept=600120" />

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person.110003" />

<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#UserModelAuxiliary.600020" />

</rdf:Property>

Fig. 4. GUMO Property hasKnowledge as example for general auxiliaries

resource user model auxiliary with the rdf:domain #Person, which is not part
of the user model ontology itself, but which is part of the general UbisWorld
Ontology, see [Stahl and Heckmann, 2004]. The acronym u2m stands for ubiqui-
tous user modeling and forms a collection of standards, that are available on-
line at http://www.u2m.org/. The new vocabulary for the user model ontology
language consists of u2m:identifier, u2m:durability, u2m:image, u2m:website

u2m:lexicon . The main User Model Dimension that we identified so far are
MentalState PhysicalState, Demographics, ContactInformation, Role, Emotion-
alState, Personality, Characteristics, Ability, Proficience and Motion.

To support the distributed construction and refinement of the top level user
model ontology, we developed a specialized online editor, that helps with in-
troducing new concepts, adding their definitions and transform the information
automatically into the required semantic web ontology language. Currently sup-
ported are RDF and OWL.

3 The U2M-UserModelServer

A user model server manages information about users or individuals in general.
The U2M-UserModel&ContextService, see [Heckmann, 2003a] is an application-
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independent server with a distributed approach for accessing and storing user
information, while the focus lies on the possibility to exchange and understand
the data between different applications, as well as adding privacy and trans-
parency to the statements about the user itself. The semantics for all concepts
is mapped to the Gumo ontology.

Applications can retrieve or add information to the server by simple HTTP
requests, alternatively, by the ”UserML” WebService. UserML, see for example
[Heckmann and Krüger, 2003], is an XML application which is based on the con-
cept of ”situational statements”, as introduced in [Heckmann, 2003b]. A request
could look like:

http://www.u2m.org/UbisWorld/UserModelServer.php?
subject=Joerg.210006&auxiliary=hasProperty&predicate=Age.800302

Mentionable is the optional naming convention for disambiguation, like ”Jo-
erg.210006” or ”Age.800302”. These names are unique identifiers for the particu-
lar, intended concepts. A general problem when one wants to talk about objects,
individuals or concepts is the non-uniqueness of names, as seen before, especially
in an open web-based system. In the Semantic Web approach, each resource is
mapped to a (hopefully) unique URI. But the URIs have the disadvantage that
they are rather long and uneasy to read. The used naming-format ”Name.Id” can
be seen as a shortcut for such a unique URI. Those unique resource identifiers,
for the area of user modeling, are established in the Gumo.

The user model server ”u2m.org” can be used by every user adaptive system
to manage user related data, but also by the modeled user himself. A specialized
UserModelEditor is provided which displays the information in a web-browser
form that allows the change and privacy control, see http://www.u2m.org. The
access, the purpose and the retention of every situational statement can be con-
trolled in the ”editor view modus”. Each statement can contain meta information
like creator, method, evidence or confidence. Figure 5 shows the overall archi-
tecture of the UserModelServer with its input and output information flows
Query, Answer and Add that are represented as arrows. The main block of the
illustration contains four piled, dotted rectangles. The lowest one indicates the
distributed storage of the so called SituationalStatements, which are ex-
plained in detail in [Heckmann and Krüger, 2003]. The second rectangle shows
the filter, ranking and conflict resolution strategies that are applied to the set
of Situational Statements. The User Model Server itself, which is responsible for
communication, handling requests and responses, is based on both introduced
rectangles as well as the rectangle on the top for distributed knowledge bases in
form of semantic web ontologies. A query or request, that is received in the so
called UserQL query language will be handled by the user model server in the
following way: first all matching situational statements are retrieved, then the
filter and resolution strategies are applied and finally the semantics is given by
referencing to web ontologies.
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Fig. 5. Architecture of the UserModelServer

4 How to further develop GUMO in the era of Web2.0?

The Semantic Web is based on the content-oriented description of digital doc-
uments with standardized vocabularies that provide machine understandable
semantics. The result is the transformation from a Web of Links into a Web
of Meaning / Semantic Web, (see arrow A in Fig. 6). On the other hand, the
traditional Web 1.0 has recently been orthogonally shifted into a Web of Peo-
ple / Web 2.0 where the focus is set on folksonomies, collective intelligence and
the wisdom of crowds (see arrow B in Fig. 6). Only the combined muscle of
semantic web technologies and broad user participation will ultimately lead to
a Web 3.0 with completely new business opportunities in all segments of the
ITC market. Without Web 2.0 technologies and without activating the power of
community-based semantic tagging, the emerging semantic web cannot be scaled
and broadened to the level, that is needed for a complete transformation of the
current syntactic web. On the other hand, current Web 2.0 technologies cannot
be used for automatic service composition and open domain query answering
without adding machine-understandable content descriptions based on seman-
tic web technologies. The ultimate world-wide knowledge infrastructure cannot
be produced fully automatically, but needs massive user participation based on
open semantic platforms and standards.

The interesting and urging question that arises is: what happens when the
emerging Semantic Web and Web 2.0 meet with their full potential power?

There are no new technologies introduced by Web 2.0, but the role and value
of the user has been changed significantly. We focus in this paper on tagging.
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Fig. 6. Joining Semantic Web and Web 2.0

However, a social rating system could also be of interest in order to improve the
ontologies.

Tag spaces are an obvious source of data for user modeling. The user of
a social tagging tool could provide access to his personal tag space to an e-
commerce site which could use the data to tailor its structure and presentation
to the user. For example, a music store could attempt to assess where a user
lives given data from a social bookmarking site. Then, if the user is interested
in an album by an artist who will give a concert in the vicinity of the user’s
home town, the store could offer him tickets for the event. How can we use a
tag space and a user’s tagging data to create a user model and adapt a system?
Furthermore, how can we use the already developed general user model and
context Ontology Gumo to improve the tagging taxonomy and the generated user
model and context rules? Figure 7 shows the possible connection of Gumo and
Web 2.0.

The approach we are proposing starts with automatically learning a structure
of the tag space, then manually defining adaptation rules based on that structure,
and finally automatically mapping a user’s data into the structure in order to
decide what adaptation rules to apply. This implies that the set of possible
adaptation rules depends on the learned structure. For instance, creating a rule
with a precondition on the home town of a user is sensible only if this information
is part of the structure. Not all tag spaces are suitable for this type of user
modeling. Because we want to learn something about the user’s interests, we
require tagging data used by the user for himself (as in del.ico.us) and not for
others (as in flickr).

We are aiming for a taxonomy of tags, where subtags of a tag tag (for ex-
ample, pop-music should be a subtag of music). For the designer of an adaptive
system, identifying the semantics of a tag (by using its predecessors and succes-
sors its generality (the higher it is in the taxonomy, the more users will Hence,
we think a taxonomy is a good underlying structure for the a taxonomy from a
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Fig. 7. A possible connection of GUMO and Web 2.0

tag space is the main subject of this paper. See [Schwarzkopf et al., 2007] for a
detailed description of this approach.

Summary We have revisited the user model and context ontology Gumo in
the semantic web ontology language OWL together with the exchange language
UserML and the U2M UserModel&ContextServer. This work is highly under
progress and the future goal is to find out the influence of social computing in
Web 2.0 to the so far only semantic web approach in order to determine the
possible advantages of combining tag-space mining and ontology engineering.
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Abstract. Ontologies can be used for e-business integration, for exam-
ple by describing existing e-business standards as ontologies. If cooperat-
ing parties use different ontologies, ontology mappings are needed, which
can be ambiguous, thus making ontology mapping disambiguation neces-
sary. Different disambiguation strategies exist, such as community-driven
or context-sensitive referencing of ontologies, where the latter is what we
developed in our project. In this paper, we show that community-driven
referencing can be realized using a context-sensitive referencing service
in a way that the user administration is transparent to the referencing
system.

Keywords: Semantic Synchronization, Ontology Mapping, Ontological
Engineering, Context-Sensitivity, Communities

1 E-Business Integration with Ontologies

Standards play an important role in electronic business. Unfortunately, there are
different and competing standards for describing products, processes, documents,
and the like. To allow interoperability, mechanisms that allow parallel usage of
elements from different e-business standards in the same process are needed.

Nowadays, such mechanisms mainly either exist in the users’ minds, or in
fixed translation tables that require a major project effort and do not allow dy-
namic change. Furthermore, semantic synchronizations carried out manually are
not persistent. With the framework presented in this paper, we provide a general
architecture for the implementation of an evolutionary semantic synchronization
service that can be integrated into different e-business systems to support users
with semantic knowledge.

Following [1], we look at e-business standards as ontologies, thus, the elements
to be synchronized are the ontologies’ concepts and properties. This enables
us to use methods and tools from the field of ontological engineering. Some
existing e-business standards, like UN/SPSC [2] and eCl@ass [3], have already
been transferred into ontology languages. Furthermore, a lot of research has been
conducted in the past years on technologies for processing ontologies, so there
are a couple of components ready to use, including ontology representation,
visualization, mapping, and reasoning. We have implemented a framework on
� The authors are supported by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Re-

search under grant 1716X04, project ORBI.
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top of JENA2 [4] and Java that allows connecting such components to form
a coherent semantic referencing service [5], as well as reusing techniques from
information retrieval (IR).

The service allows users to find references between ontologies. References
may either be created manually or established automatically by a mapping tool.
However, as stated in [6], more than one reference can exist for the same el-
ement, caused by different modelling approaches and granularities of the indi-
vidual standards, even more so if proprietary or in-house standards are used.
Therefore, reference disambiguation strategies are needed, which filter appropri-
ate results and/or sort results by relevance. The framework developed in our
project evaluates context information to provide reference disambiguation.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the basics
on ontologies, references, and context. Section 3 explains two approaches for
reference disambiguation: community-based and context-sensitive referencing.
Section 4 shows how community-based referencing can be realized using context-
sensitive referencing. Section 5 provides an overview on related work, and section
6 closes with a discussion of our results.

2 Ontologies, Semantic References, and Context

Ontologies are structured, machine-readable representations of knowledge. There
are many different definitions of what an ontology actually is (for a comprehen-
sive overview see [1]), however, we will look at ontologies as a collection of defin-
itions of elements and their relations. Ontologies can be represented in different
languages, the most dominant are RDF Schema [7], and the various dialects
of OWL [8]. Ontologies are considered as a means for e-business integration [9],
however, if two or more cooperating parties use different ontologies, further steps
have to be taken to allow seamless interoperability.

Therefore, ontology matching solutions are needed, which produce mappings
from elements in one ontology to elements in another. There are two main cate-
gories of ontology matching algorithms [10]. One are element-based approaches,
which try to match single elements of an ontology, either using only the infor-
mation given in the ontology itself (e.g., by measuring string distance using the
edit distance), or by using external information, e.g. upper-level ontologies, such
as WordNet [11]. The second are structure-level approaches, which do not only
analyze elements isolated from each other, but also their relations and patterns
they form in graphs. An overview and more detailed analysis of matching ap-
proaches can be found in [10] and [12]. Some approaches, like [13], combine the
weighted results of several matching solutions in order to obtain mappings of
higher quality.

Ontology matching tools provide references. In extension of [14], references can
be described as a five-dimensional vector of the form

reference := 〈entity1, entity2, type, conf idence, acceptance〉 . (1)

The first two entries entity1 and entity2 are URIs of the elements from both
ontologies to be referenced, type describes the kind of relation (like “equal”,
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“subclass of”, etc.), conf idence describes the degree of probability of the rela-
tion, and acceptance expresses the users’ rating of that reference. For example,
the reference

r1 = 〈StandardA#X, StandardB#Y, equal, 0.87, 0.95〉 (2)

is read as “Element X in StandardA and element Y in StandardB are equal
with a probability of 87%, and 95% of all users agreed on that statement”. The
acceptance value is calculated from the users’ ratings.

In order to disambiguate such semantic references, we have developed an ap-
proach which uses context information. There has been a lot of research on
context in the fields of machine translation and IR, yielding several ways of de-
scribing context. In machine translation, shallow and deep approaches [15], bag
of words and relational approaches [16] are distinguished to solve the problem of
word sense disambiguation. In IR, context data can be represented in different
forms, from simple binary vectors to highly complex graphs, as proposed by [17].
An introduction to context queries in IR can be found in [18].

3 Approaches for Mapping Disambiguation

3.1 Community-Based Referencing

The idea of context mapping disambiguation by using communities has first been
developed by Anna V. Zhdanova and Pavel Shvaiko in [19]. The general problem
of community-based referencing can be formally defined as follows:

Definition 1. Given a user being member in a non-empty set of communities

SU , find those references for an element x from a set of ontologies O1 to a set

of ontologies O2 that have been created by a user being member in a non-empty

set of communities SC under the condition that SU ∩ SC is not empty.

That means that a user issuing a query for semantic references on an element
is presented all references for that element created by users with whom he has
at least one community in common (note that we are considering the creators
of ontology references, not of the ontologies themselves). The user’s login and
community data are directly processed by the referencing system.

Although the authors of [19] primarily focused on mapping reuse, this commu-
nity-driven approach can also be seen as an ontology mapping disambiguation
strategy: different semantic references caused by ambiguous use of elements in
different communities are filtered and thereby disambiguated. We will call a
semantic referencing service that allows disambiguation by using context infor-
mation a community-based semantic referencing service.

Figure 1 demonstrates the idea of community-driven mapping disambigua-
tion. There are two references for the element “switch” from a rather coarse-
grained proprietary standard P to the more fine-grained standard eCl@ss [20],
each having its right to exist in a given context. User 1 is a network adminis-
trator using standard P for ordering an ethernet LAN switch. Since the supplier
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Fig. 1. Community-driven mapping disambiguation

uses eCl@ss, user 1 queries the semantic referencing system for references for the
element “switch”. The system returns the reference to “19-03-01-17” (which is
the eCl@ss code for “network switch”) created by user 2, since both users are in
the “networks”-community, but does not return the reference to “27-14-40-47”
(which is the eCl@ss code for “toggle switch”) created by user 3, since users 1
and 3 do not share any communities. The list of references that exist for the
element “switch” is thus filtered and thereby disambiguated.

3.2 Context-Sensitive Referencing

A different approach for disambiguating semantic references is the evaluation of
the context of the term to be referenced. The general problem of context-sensitive
referencing can be defined as follows:

Definition 2. Given some context information C (x), find the references for an

element x from a set of ontologies O1 to a set of ontologies O2, with an acceptance

value accC(x) (which is the higher the more appropriate the reference is in this

context), calculated dynamically for that context information and exceeding a

minimum acceptance threshold accmin.

Such an acceptance value accC(x) can be obtained in different ways. Since
one of the design aims of our system was to minimize the need for manual
preparatory work, we decided to calculate accC(x) based on user ratings. Each
user can rate (in the easiest case: accept or deny) a reference in his or her
context, and the ratings are stored in the system. Each time a user requests a
reference for an element in a context, the acceptance value is calculated using
the distance-weighted k-nearest-neighbor rule [21], with the difference between
the similarity of the request’s context CQ (x) and the rating’s context CR (x) as
distances, given any similarity function sim. In other words, accC(X) (Ref) is
calculated as
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accCQ(X) (Ref) =

{∑
R∈Ratings(Ref)

sim(CQ(x),CR(x))
sumsim

· acc (R) sumsim > 0
accdef sumsim = 0

(3)
where sumsim is calculated as

sumsim :=
∑

R∈Ratings

sim (CR (x) , CQ (x)). (4)

and accdef is a configurable parameter which serves as a default acceptance if no
ratings exist or if none of the ratings is at least minimally similar to the query’s
context. In the latter case, it is also possible to use the unweighted median of
all ratings.

We will call a semantic referencing service which uses context-sensitive ref-
erence disambiguation a context-sensitive semantic referencing service.

As already stated in section 2, there are different ways to describe context. Since
different client applications can have different strategies of gathering context
information, using more specific context information (as in deep and relational
approaches) narrows the variety of possible client applications. Therefore, we
decided for a relational approach which uses a weighting factor for each context
term, where the context terms are simple strings. Therefore, the context of an
element x is defined as a set of context terms C (x), and a normalized weighting
function ω, defined as

ωC(X) : C (X) → [0, 1] with max
y∈C(X)

ωC(X) = 1. (5)

That function can also be interpreted as a reverse of a distance function: the
higher a context term’s weight, the closer it is to the term in question.

Since many context similarity measures are defined for vectors, with the con-
text terms used as dimensions and the weights as values, the weighting function
can also be regarded as a weighting vector wC(X) with

wi,C(X) := ωC(X) (ti) , ti ∈ C (X) , 1 ≤ i ≤ |C (X)| . (6)

With those definitions, an acceptance value can be calculated for each refer-
ence, determining that reference’s appropriateness in the query’s context. Thereby,
semantic references can be disambiguated. Details on context-sensitive reference
disambiguation can be found in [22].

4 Community information as a special kind of context

4.1 Using communities as context information

A query for references in a community-driven scenario, as stated in definition 1,
can be identified by a query term X and by a set SU of community identifiers,
where SU ⊆ S, and S represents the set of all communities. A query in a context-
sensitive scenario, as stated in definition 1, is identified by a query term X, a
context set C (X) (containing context terms), and a weighting function ωC(X)

as defined in (5).
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Since, according to definition 1, the result set would be empty if the user was
not a member of any community, we assume that each user issuing a query is a
member of at least one community.

In order to transform a community-driven query to a context-sensitive one,
we treat the community identifiers as simple strings and define:

C (X) := S and ωC(X) (t) :=

{
1 ∀ t ∈ SU

0 ∀ t ∈ S − SU

(7)

We are now going to show that our context-sensitive reference disambiguation
approach answers context-based queries as defined above such that the following
requirements are fulfilled:

Requirement 1: All references created by users that share at least one com-
munity with the user issuing the query are returned.

Requirement 2: No references created by users that do not share any commu-
nity with the user issuing the query are returned.

To this end, we use the cosine similarity [18] as a similarity measure, and a
default acceptance accdef = 0. Furthermore, we assume that for each reference
that one and only one rating exists, whose context is the community information
of the reference’s creator as defined above and whose acceptance value is 1. We
will elaborate on how to assure this assumption in the next section.

Let wCQ(X) be the query’s weighting vector and wCQ(X) be the rating’s vector
(containing the community information of the reference’s creator), according to
(6).

The cosine similarity is defined as

simcos

(
wCQ(X), wCR(X)

)
:=

wCQ(X) • wCR(X)∥∥wCQ(X)

∥∥∥∥wCR(X)

∥∥ . (8)

Since each user is a member of at least one community, at least one element
in both wQ and wR has a value of 1, thus, the denominator never equals 0.
Furthermore, wCQ(X) • wCR(X) is greater than zero if and only if both vectors
contain a non-zero element in the same position, e.g. if both users have at least
one community in common, and zero otherwise. Thus, (3) reduces to

accCQ(X) (Ref) =

{
> 0 if sim

(
wCQ(X), wCR(X)

)
> 0

0 if sim
(
wCQ(X), wCR(X)

)
= 0

(9)

Thus, if all semantic references are filtered with a threshold of accmin = 0,
and only references with an acceptance value accCQ(X) (Ref) > 0 are returned,
the two requirements stated above are fulfilled. That shows that our system
can provide community-driven reference disambiguation, put down to context-
sensitive referencing.
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4.2 Providing community-based reference disambiguation by a
context-sensitive referencing service

Our original context-sensitive referencing service provides three main functions:

– Create a new reference,
– get a list of references in a given context,
– and rate a reference in a given context.

In order to assure that only one rating exists for each reference, as proposed in
the section above, those functions are encapsulated to form a community-based
referencing service as follows:

– Each time a user creates a reference using the community-driven referencing
service, the reference is automatically rated with an acceptance value of 1 in
the context derived from the user’s community information.

– The request for a list of references remains the same.

With this approach, we have created a community-driven semantic referenc-
ing service by encapsulating our context-sensitive semantic referencing service,
where the latter remains unchanged. The referencing system only processes con-
text data, thus abstracting away from user and community administration. In
principal, the algorithm is generic enough to solve other context-based disam-
biguation tasks as well.

5 Related Work

In the area of ontological engineering, much research work has already been
conducted on ontology matching and ontology reasoning. Ontology matching
deals with finding similarities between ontologies, often in order to merge them
[10]. Ontology reasoning tries to derive new knowledge from knowledge already
present in an ontology. There are also approaches trying to improve ontology
mappings by means of ontology reasoning [23], while others propose an ontology
mapping language capable of mapping heterogeneous information, like concepts
to relations [24].

Some research projects deal with providing semantic references between e-
business standards to allow semantic integration. Besides the already mentioned
community-based approach developed by Zhdanova and Shvaiko [19], some other
projects exist. [25] combine agents and ontology mapping to allow automatic
e-business transactions. Some approaches try to collect references under the um-
brella of one global ontology, like WordNet [26]. [27] propose a hierarchy of
ontologies connected by mappings. Zimmermann and Euzenat haven shown in
[28] that a context-sensitive approach is not possible for ontology alignment.
However, it is a feasible approach for disambiguating semantic references. Other
works, like [29], use ontologies, for example, to disambiguate items like person
names in unstructured text by searching context terms in ontologies, unlike our
approach, where context terms can be arbitrary strings that need not exist in
any ontology.
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The problem of context-sensitive referencing can be regarded as a special
information retrieval problem. Extensive research has been conducted in this
area. The present approaches stretch from using simple context term vectors
[18] to describe context in rich semantic structures like RDF graphs [17]. There
are also community-based information retrieval approaches, like [30], which uses
the visualization of different perspectives in distinct communities for sharing
information across community borders.

While our system is based on creating a collection of references, other ap-
proaches try on-the-fly mapping of ontologies [31], which is a reasonable approach
when, like in the case of very large ontologies, the collection of mappings tends to
become rather extensive. There are also works on matching blocks of partioned
ontologies [32], which could be a possible approach to deal with the problem of
large ontologies.

6 Discussion

In this paper, we have shown that a context-sensitive semantic referencing ser-
vice, combined with user’s ratings, can also be used for providing community-
based semantic referencing. Both are feasible approaches for ontology mapping
disambiguation, each having their advantages and drawbacks:

– Both approaches provide mechanisms to create a growing knowledge base of
semantic references.

– Community-based referencing needs the additional implementation of user
and community administration, while context-sensitive referencing also works
from scratch (our implementation of the service also works with empty con-
text information).

– On the other hand, community-based referencing is an appropriate approach
to ensure that references remain private in a community and users from other
communities will never come to see those references.

– The rating mechanism underlying our context-sensitive approach can also
be made transparent to the user by observing the user’s behavior: if a user
works with a reference, it receives a positive rating, if s/he decides not to
work with a proposed reference, it receives a negative rating.

– Both approaches have to cope with erroneous user’s entries. Community-
based referencing only has to deal with wrong references. Context-sensitive
referencing also has to handle wrong ratings, which can mislead the system
to calculate a wrong acceptance value and thus present a reference not ap-
propriate in a context as being highly appropriate, and vice versa. However,
the ratio of correct ratings to incorrect ones is high enough, the weight of
wrong ratings decreases, and it is likely that many negative ratings will make
a wrong reference fall below the lower acceptance threshold and thus make
it “disappear” from the list of results displayed for the user.

– Since the usage context of a term in general can be expected to be similar
within a community and different between distinct communities, context
information can be looked at as implicit community information, and vice
versa.
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The approach presented in this paper does not yet allow using context-sensitive
and community-driven semantic referencing in parallel (e.g. to further disam-
biguate different references used in a community). However, if this can be achieved
by allowing two sets of context (the community information and the actual con-
text information), calculating an acceptance value for each context and applying
filters to each of the calculated acceptance values. Such an approach would also
make the use of further types of context information possible, like documents,
bookmarks, the user’s role in a company, or previous projects the user has worked
on, as proposed by [17].
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Abstract. We study the extension of context ontologies towards enhanced qual-
itative spatio-temporal representations and reasoning. Our goal is to model and
extract events that are important to the user from her context log, i.e. the history
of context data collected over a longer period. We present a case study based
on actual context ontologies and context data from the ContextWatcher mobile
application. The presented work has been fully implemented in the DL-based
reasoning engine RACERPRO.

1 Introduction

In this paper we present the representation and recognition of significant events within
the context data that a mobile user collects over a longer period such as a couple of
days. As contextual data sources we assume data collected by ContextWatcher [1]. Con-
textWatcher3 is a mobile application that facilitates easy gathering and sharing of per-
sonal context from an underlying network of context providers. These context providers
include the user’s location in terms of the present location, location traces as well as
frequently visited places, all kinds of user-tagged objects and activities, and location-
specific information extracted from public sources, such as local weather information.
In ContextWatcher, the value of personal context information is multiplied by sharing
context with others through networks of defined social relationships.

ContextWatcher is implemented as a self-contained mobile client but can also con-
nect to third party applications. A currently very popular application is the automatic
compilation of gathered context into personal daily Web logs, for instance, to show
pictures taken on the phone in a certain context, display visits to selected places or to
disclose social encounters. Such contextual blogs have been a strong motivation for
the work presented in this paper: to enhance the blog readability, to make sharing of
posts easier and to simply make blogs more attractive, enhanced concepts to model and
recognize important events are needed.

As most data delivered by our context providers is of quantitative nature in the
first place, abstraction methods and context ontologies haven been introduced to deal
with context at a higher level [2]. At the level of these context ontologies, complex
conceptual dependencies between context elements are introduced to enrich contextual
descriptions and to implement classification-based reasoning about the user’s situation.
Qualitative context descriptions were firstly introduced in ContextWatcher to describe
user places as conceptual abstractions from exact locations. Examples include place
descriptions like “Office”, “Home” ore “Business Place”. As the supporting context

3 http://www.contextwatcher.com
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ontologies evolved, more qualitative concepts that connect to these place descriptions
were added. In the current version of ContextWatcher, the linkage between exact phys-
ical user locations and qualitative places is implemented through clustering methods
which are applied to user traces.

In this paper we exploit extensions of the existing ContextWatcher ontologies to-
wards enhanced qualitative spatial representation and reasoning. We study the imple-
mentation of a complex event recognition and management system with RACERPRO 4

as our DL-based reasoning component of choice. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. We first define required terminology and sketch the overall architecture of
the proposed framework. Then we describe our RACERPRO event model. We illustrate
the potentials of the modeling with an example scenario. Finally we conclude. In the
following we assume some basic knowledge of Description Logics (DLs) [3] and re-
lated semantic technologies (e.g., W3C standards such as OWL5 and semantic query
languages such as NRQL [4]).

2 Context Awareness and Event Recognition
The most prominent definition of context was coined by A. K. Dey et al.: Context is
any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is
a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user
and an application, including the user and applications themselves.

Such a piece of relevant ”‘information”’ is also called a context element. As men-
tioned in the introduction, context elements are provided by context providers. In this
case study, we are primarily considering the context elements location and time. The
collection of all context elements is called the current context or current situation.

Situational reasoning [2] uses background knowledge specified in OWL ontologies
to infer additional context elements from the asserted ones. One can claim that con-
text providers merely provide raw context data, and that this context data can only be
tranformed into context elements (being characterized as “information”) by means of
interpretation. This interpretation is performed with the help of logical reasoning.

Currently, the approach taken by ContextWatcher is to map the context data into
context assertions in a context or situation ABox in RACERPRO. The ABox realization
service (which is a standard DL inference service) is then used by ContextWatcher to
derive the entailed, logically implied ABox context assertions. Each agent is represented
as an individual in the ABox, describing the agent’s current context. The ABox also
includes social as well as spatial relationships.

The mapping function from context data to context assertions is currently defined
procedurally. For example, the location of an agent is provided by a GPS device. So-
called location clusters are acquired from GPS agent traces which are analyzed offline
by statistical learning / clustering methods to find so-called location clusters. An ac-
quired location cluster can then be annotated by the user with an OWL class or DL
concept, e.g. home or office. Membership in these clusters is from now on recognized
automatically by ContextWatcher, and appropriate qualitative location assertions are
put into the context ABox. This mapping function (which not only takes care of lo-
cation) is called the Situation Description Generator in the following. In many cases,

5 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/
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quantitative context data is mapped to qualitative context assertions such that OWL or
DL reasoning can be exploited, which primarily works on a qualitative, symbolic level.
However, by exploiting the expressive concrete domain reasoning facilities of RAC-
ERPRO we will also show how reasoning on quantitative (time) context data can be
performed and exploited.

Context ABoxes in ContextWatcher so far can be described as static descriptions
of “snapshots” in space-time. We claim that the recognition of dynamic space-time
histories, so called events, can provide valuable additional context elements for Con-
textWatcher – in fact, certain situations can only be recognized if the situational changes
are considered rather than the (static) situations themselves. For example, the situation
leaving home is characterized by a certain change in the agent’s situation: First the
agent is inside its home cluster, then, in the next situation, he no longer is. In case the
event takes place in the early morning hours of a working day, it is reasonable to as-
sume that the agent is leaving his home for work. In case he should be too late, an SMS
could be send automatically to his boss, apologizing in advance for being late. More-
over, as mentioned in the introduction, event structures which have been recognized in
daily context logs can be used for the automated generation of diary-like blogs. Thus,
a dynamic context ABox and DL-based event model is needed in which notions of time
and change play a major role.

3 DL-based Event Recognition – A Case Study with RACERPRO

Our RACERPRO event recognition model includes three basic building blocks: a model
of time, a model for situations, and an event model. In the following, a situation is called
a state to make the resemblance with temporal modal logics or AI planning formalisms
[5,6] more explicit.

Time Points and Intervals The basic temporal building blocks are time points and
intervals. Let us start with time points. A time point is any ABox individual which has
a real valued filler of the time attribute in the concrete domain of ALCQHIR+(D−),
which is the DL implemented by RACERPRO:

(define-concrete-domain-attribute time :type real)
(define-concept point-in-time (a time))

Two individual time points p1 and p2 can be modeled in the ABox as follows:
(instance p1 (= time 6.5))
(instance p2 (= time 8.0))

Certain day times can be modeled as defined concepts:
(define-concept early-morning-time (and (<= 6.0 time) (< time 7.0)))

Note that p1 is an instance of early-morning-time then. We also want to be able
to reason about the relative locations of time points to one another, e.g., we want to
know whether p1 is before of after p2. A mapping to qualitative relationships such
as before-point-in-time and after-point-in-time is thus needed. In RAC-
ERPRO we can use defined NRQL queries or NRQL ABox rules to establish such a
mapping:

(defquery before-point-in-time (?s1 ?s2)
(and (?s1 point-in-time) (?s2 point-in-time)

(?s1 ?s2 (constraint time time <))))
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A defquery form can be understood as a simple macro which can be used in NRQL
queries such as (retrieve (?x ?y) (?x ?y before-point-in-time)), which
then returns (((?x p1) (?y p2))). But in order to make ABox reasoning aware of
the qualitative relationship holding between p1 and p2, we must add an before-point-
in-time role assertion to the ABox. This can be done with an ABox rule:

(firerule (?x ?y before-point-in-time)
((related ?x ?x before-point-in-time-role)))

This rule fires and adds a (related p1 p2 before-point-in-time-role) asser-
tion to the ABox. Due to the added role assertion, p1 can now for example be recognized
as an instance of the concept

(define-concept has-successor-point
(and point-in-time (some before-point-in-time-role point-in-time)))

Having modeled time points, we can continue defining intervals which have a start and
end time point; moreover, the intervals duration shall be greater than zero:

(define-concrete-domain-attribute start-time :type real)
(define-concrete-domain-attribute end-time :type real)
(define-concept interval (and (a start-time) (a end-time)

(< start-time end-time)))

Given this definition of interval, it is even possible to classify / recognize events as short
or long intervals, again by means of the expressive concrete domain reasoning offered
by RACERPRO:

(define-concept short-interval
(and interval (< end-time (+ start-time 1.0))))

A short interval is thus an interval that lasts at most one hour; note that (< end-time

(+ start-time 1.0)) is satisfied iff end time − start time < 1; this equation
cannot be expressed in a more direct way in RACERPRO.

The point in interval relationship is an important qualitative relationship. It can be
modeled as a defined query as follows:

(defquery point-in-time-inside-interval (?s ?e)
(and (?s point-in-time) (?e interval)

(?e ?s (constraint start-time time <=))
(?s ?e (constraint time end-time <=))))

It is now reasonable to define certain special day times as interval individuals, e.g., like
morning-hours. The rationale is that these intervals can be used in queries such as
What happened during the morning hours?:

(instance early-morning-interval
(and interval (= start-time 6.0) (= end-time 7.0)))

Moreover, the famous Allen temporal relationships [7] provide well-known qualita-
tive temporal relational vocabulary for intervals (meets, overlaps, during, . . . ). Like the
point in interval relation, the Allen relations can be defined as queries. If required, cor-
responding ABox rules can again add Allen role assertions to the ABox so that further
reasoning processes are aware of the qualitative temporal relationships holding between
the intervals. The meets relationship between intervals looks as follows:

(defquery meets (?e1 ?e2)
(and (?e1 interval) (?e2 interval)

(?e1 ?e2 (constraint end-time start-time =))))
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Fig. 1. States (Circles), Simple Events (Light Gray), and Complex Events (Gray)

From Time Points to States and Histories A state is a user/agent-specific description
of the user’s current situations as well as of its relevant (spatial, social, . . . ) environment
at a given time point. States will be generated by the Situation Description Generator.
Every time point that has some agent associated with it is called a state of that agent:

(define-concept state (and point-in-time (some has-agent agent)))

An arbitrary amount of additional context information can be “attached” to a state indi-
vidual; for example, information regarding the current location for which we are using
the in-region role. Regions can be cluster regions annotated with location concepts,
but also annotated map regions, points of interest etc:

(define-primitive-role in-region :domain state :range region)

A sequence of states of an agent is called a history. Like in a modal temporal logic
based on a discrete linear model of time, we are are introducing a functional role next
to reference the successor state. The inverse of next is called previous; next has a
transitive super-role called future which can thus be used to access all future states
from the current state. Obviously, past is the inverse of future.

Since the state individuals of the agents are generated by the Situation Description
Generator, the generator can as well create the required (related s1 s2 next) role
assertions to produce the time thread. However, since the quantitative time information
is available, the required next role assertions can also be created with an ABox rule:

(firerule (and (?s1 state) (?s1 ?a has-agent)
(?s2 state) (?s2 ?a has-agent)
(?s1 ?s2 before-point-in-time)
(neg (project-to (?s1 ?s2 ?a)

(and (?s1 ?s before-point-in-time)
(?s ?s2 before-point-in-time)
(?s ?a has-agent)))))

((related ?s1 ?s2 next)))

The variables ?s1 and ?s2 will be bound to states of the same agent ?a. Moreover,
?s1 precedes ?s2 in time. We also have to verify that ?s2 is the direct successor of
?s1. This means that there is no state ?s in between ?s1 and ?s2 of that same agent.
This is verified with the expression (neg (project-to ...)). If satisfying ?s1,

?s2 bindings are found, the rule adds a (related ?s1 ?s2 next) assertion to the
ABox.

From Histories to Events Now we have an ABox containing all the histories of the
agents. Events shall now be recognized on agent histories. An example history of an
agent on which events have been recognized is shown in Fig. 1.
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An event is a time interval having a start state s1 and an end state s2. An event
either describes a constancy holding between s1 and s2, e.g., like staying at home, or
a certain change that happened between s1 and s2, e.g. going from home to work. The
former events are called homogeneous events. Such an event has the property that the
described constancy does not only hold for the whole event, but also for all its subevents.
Moreover, such events shall often be of maximum length, i.e., there shall be no proper
subintervals which also satisfy the event property. In contrast, the events describing
changes are often called Gestalt events, if they may not have subevents for which the
property also holds. Thus, such events shall be of minimum length. We will show how
these requirements (whose modeling would require an until modality in temporal modal
logics) can be formalized in NRQL.

We distinguish generic or non-thematic events and thematic events. A thematic
event requires background knowledge (e.g., social reasoning) in order to be recognized.
For example, the event staying in a region is a (homogeneous) generic event, whereas
the staying at home event is a thematic event. An additional discriminator is given by
the distinction of simple vs. complex events, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Simple events have
no subevents, whereas complex events have. The required relationships of the subevents
to one another are specified with the help of Allen relations.

Events describing constancies can only be recognized if states are also automati-
cally generated even if the situation description has not changed, but simply time has
gone by. Thus, if a significant change of the value of the time attribute is considered as
a relevant change in the situation description, then a new state will be generated auto-
matically, so events describing constancies can be recognized from the similarity (non
change) of attributes between situations. However, this also reveals the question of how
frequent new states shall be constructed. We do not answer this question here.

Given the structure of the history ABoxes, the next important question to ask is:
How to recognize the events? As a first idea, we can try to identify events with their
start states and then exploit the temporal structure spawned by the next and future rela-
tionships. Thus, a leaving home event could be recognized with the following concept
definition:

(define-concept leaving-home-event
(and state (some in-region home) (some next (all in-region (not home)))))

However, due to the Open World Semantics [3, pp. 68] employed by DLs, we see that
(all in-region (not home)) can only be proven if appropriate closure assertions
are added on the next successor’s in-region role. Moreover, it does not seem to
be adequate to identify events which have a certain duration and are thus conceptually
intervals with their start states which are conceptually time points. Also, there is no way
to access or refer to the duration of such an event, since role quantification on next and
future can only see the require future states, but cannot fix them. Thus, variables are
needed. Moreover, while / until operators known from temporal modal logics would
be needed in order to express that an event has maximum or minimum length. Also, a
concept such as home depends on the agent and thus cannot be used if more than one
agent individual is present. Thus, we have to verify that the region is indeed the home
of the agent.

We are thus defining events with the help of rules again. Events are instances of
an event concept and reference their start and end states with the roles start-state
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and end-state. In case of a complex event, the subevents are aggregated using the
has-subevent role. These events thus satisfy

(define-concept event
(and interval (some has-agent agent)

(some start-state state) (some end-state state)))

Event rules have to construct new individuals. So-called DL-safe rules are rules whose
variables only range over ABox individuals, i.e., all variables are distinguished. This
is always the case in NRQL. However, since NRQL allows the creation of new indi-
viduals with rules we need to be careful, since rules may be applied to freshly created
individuals as well. In order to avoid termination problems, NRQL does not offer an
automatic rule application strategy; instead, API functions function are supplied to first
identify the applicable rules, and then to fire (all or some of) them. This is called a sin-
gle rule application cycle. In principle it is unclear how many cycles will be needed.
Thus, the application runs a loop. To ensure termination, we make the antecedences of
the rules non-monotonic such that a rule can only be fired once for a certain set of input
individuals. The general pattern / idiom for simple event rules thus looks as follows:

(prepare-abox-rule
(and (?s1 state) (?s2 state)

(?s1 ?a has-agent) (?s2 ?a has-agent)
(?s1 ?s2 next) // or future or past or previous
... // some more conditions on the states
// ensure that rule can only be fired "once":
(neg (project-to (?s1 ?s2)

(and (?e some-simple-event)
(?e ?s1 start-state) (?e ?s2 end-state)))))

((instance (new-ind new-simple-event ?s1 ?s2) some-simple-event)
(related (new-ind new-simple-event ?s1 ?s2) ?s1 start-state)
(related (new-ind new-simple-event ?s1 ?s2) ?s2 end-state)))

If the antecedence of the rule identified appropriate start and end states ?s1 and ?s2

in the same history (belonging to the same agent ?a), and such an event has not al-
ready been constructed, then a new event instance referencing ?s1, ?s2 is created.
The new-ind operator is used to construct a new ABox individual; if ?s1 is bound
to s1 and ?s2 to s2, then the expression (new-ind new-simple-event ?s1 ?s2)

creates a new individual new-simple-event-s1-s2.
Using this pattern, we can define homogeneous and gestalt generic simple events.

For example, we have the following spatial events: leaving a region, entering a region,
staying in a region, and the in no region event. By means of blutooth devices and buddy
lists, it can also be recognized if a buddy is close by. We thus also have the meeting
buddy, leaving buddy, staying in company of a buddy as well as the being alone event.

It is obvious that the leaving and entering a region events are easy to model with
ABox rules as follows: the general event rule pattern is used, but additional constraints
on the states are imposed, for example, (?s1 ?r in-region) and (neg (?s2 ?r

in-region)) in case of the leaving a region event, and vice versa for the entering a
region event. Maximum duration and homogeneity of events are harder to enforce. Let
us consider the staying-in-region event. Assume that ?r is the region in which the
agent is currently staying. To enforce maximum duration of the interval to the left, we
require that ?s1 does not have a previous state which is also contained in ?r, and
similar for ?s2 and next. Homogeneity can be expressed as well – between ?s1 and
?s2 there shall be no states ?s3 in which (?s3 ?r in-region) does not hold. This
gives us the additional conjuncts:
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Fig. 2. Taxonomy of Complex Thematic Events

(and (neg (project-to (?s3 ?r)
(and (?s3 ?s4 next) (?s4 ?r in-region))))

(neg (project-to (?s2 ?r)
(and (?s12 ?s2 next) (?s12 ?r in-region))))

(neg (project-to (?s2 ?s3 ?r)
(and (?s2 ?sx future) (?sx ?s3 future)

(neg (?sx ?r in-region))))))

The analog social event, staying in company of a buddy, is even more complicated,
since here one has to relate states of histories of two different agents in order to detect
the constancy; note that the in-buddy-proximity relation holds between states of
agents.

Having recognized the simple generic events, we can specialize these to thematic
events, for example, a leaving-home-event is a special leaving-region-event.
In some cases, simple concept definitions are sufficient for recognition, but in other
cases, rules are needed again.

Complex and Very High Level Events We then continue and define complex event
that consist of several subevents. As with the simple events, we distinguish generic and
thematic complex events. An important generic complex event is the going from A to B
event. This event is neither maximal nor homogeneous; instead, it is well known that
going from A to B eventually means that one fist has to go from A to C, and then from
C to B. Such recursive event rules can become very complex.

So, what are reasonable complex thematic events in our case study scenario? Given
the typical working day scenario, we primarily consider further specializations of the
going from A to B event which takes the thematic types of the origin and destination
regions into account. For example, a going from office to lunch event is recognized if
the destination region is a restaurant, and if the source region is the work office of the
agent. Moreover, such an event has to overlap the lunch time individual interval. The
introduced complex thematic events are visualized in Fig. 2.

Finally, we can define very high level complex events. An ordinary working day
event is assumed to consist of the following consecutive sequence of events: going-
from-home-to-office-event, working-event, going-from-office-to-

lunch-event, lunch-event, going-from-lunch-to-office-event, work-

ing-event, going-from-office-to-home-event. If such a sequence of events
?e1 to ?e7 is found, all belonging to the same agent, such that (?e[n] ?e[n+1]

meets) holds for all n from 1 to 6, then a complex event of type ordinary-working-
day-event is constructed, and the seven subevents are connected to it using the has-
subevent role.

4 A Complex Example
A complex history ABox is visualized in Fig. 3. The histories of the three agents A1,
A2, A3 are shown. Circles denote states, and containment of a state in a region (the
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Fig. 3. History ABox for Agents A1, A2, A3

in-region relationship) is depicted with the help of the state enclosing gray shaded
boxes (visualizing the regions). The home regions of A1 and A2 are different, but the
restaurant and office boxes visualize the same region. The bold gray arrows vi-
sualize the in-buddy-proximity relationship. The values of the time attributes are
shown as well (in decimal coding).

The scenario modeled in the example ABox goes as follows: Agent A2 is the boss
of A1, and A3 is a friend of A1. A1 leaves its home at 7.0 and enters his office at 8.75;
in the meantime he was on the road. He stayed in the office (presumably working) until
12.20 (we are omitting the concrete times in the remaining description). He is then in
buddy proximity with his boss. Both are leaving the office together and are entering the
restaurant, where they are having lunch. In the restaurant, A1 meets a friend (A3) for
a couple of minutes. After staying a while in the restaurant, A1 and A2 are leaving the
restaurant together. A1 goes back to office and stays there until he leaves the office in
the evening, heading towards home. In contrast, A2 goes home after lunch.

This history ABox induces a complex event structure. After the rules no more apply,
the following complex thematic events have been constructed for A1. The following
list is the result of a NRQL query; for each binding ?x to a complex thematic event
we are also including its start and end time as well as its most specific types. For the
events, a <event-name><start-state><end-state> naming schema is used, and
<state-number><agent> for the states:

(((?x ordinary-working-day-s1a1-s9a1) (7.0) (19.0)
(ordinary-working-day-event long-interval))

((?x going-from-a-to-b-s1a1-s3a1) (7.0) (8.75)
(going-from-home-to-office-event region-event short-interval))

((?x going-from-a-to-b-s4a1-s5a1) (12.2) (12.3)
(going-from-office-to-lunch-event moving-together-event region-event))

((?x going-from-a-to-b-s6a1-s7a1) (13.0) (13.5)
(going-from-lunch-to-office-event region-event))

((?x going-from-a-to-b-s8a1-s9a1) (18.5) (19.0)
(going-from-office-to-home-event region-event)))

Thus, as expected, A1 has experienced an arbitrary working day. However, this is neither
the case for A2 nor for A3. Note that some more events have been recognized, but they
are not “complex”, e.g., the events staying-in-region-of-office-of-a1-s3a1-s4a1 from
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8.75 to 12.2 of type (working-event long-interval), in-company-a3-s5a1-s6a1 from 12.3
to 13.0 of type (in-company-event meeting-friend-event)) (which is a “social event” due
to the bluetooth proximity with friend A3), and staying-in-region-of-restaurant-1-s5a1-

s6a1 from 12.3 to 13.0 of type (lunch-with-boss-event).

5 Conclusion & Future Work
We have proposed a practical and working event model methodology in the RACERPRO

DL system. The long term research goal of this work is to enhance the spatial, temporal
and dynamic awareness of the ContextWatcher application framework. The principle
feasibility of the approach has been demonstrated with a case study. A drawback of
the proposed model is the slightly non-declarative semantics shown by some rules, es-
pecially those that create new individuals. Recently it has been shown that abduction –
which is a non-deductive inference process – has the potential to deliver hypotheses and
can thus also be used to hypothesize the assertions which we have constructed simply
by means of rules [8,9]. How to apply this abduction framework is future work.

It should be stressed that the proposed model only works with RACERPRO, since
current W3C Semantic Web standards (OWL, SPARQL, SWRL etc.) do not offer the
required expressivity for the formulation of rules (e.g., negation as failure, closed do-
main universal quantification, creation of new individuals, concrete domain reasoning).
It is clear that corresponding concept constructors easily lead to undecidability. But
pragmatic solutions have to be developed for practical applications, as we have demon-
strated.
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Abstract. We discuss a membrane-based calculus for the combination of con-
ceptual spaces during runtime. Since our goal is to support emergent properties
of behavior (and due to the fact that it is not possible to define a complete cal-
culus for all situations) we introduce the notion of self-modification. Terms from
situational description can evolve according to simple rules thus providing various
possibilities for reactions.

1 Introduction

In this paper some of the problems which are connected with context-dependent behav-
ior are developed as a general problem of combining conceptual spaces. Examples from
the field of medical workflows are given. The approach which is discussed in this paper
relies on the notion of conceptual integration which was developed in the field of cog-
nitive semantics [2]. This integration can be simulated by the rule-based integration of
ontologies.

The framework described in this paper partly follows previous proposals for the for-
malization of contextual reasoning. While classifications [1] heavily rely on universal
algebra or category theory [3] we focus on an operational treatment using membrane
computing [4].

In this paper we make an attempt to bridge the gap between highly reactive behavior
during runtime and the need for highly abstract and meaningful concepts for context-
awareness. Especially we propose to integrate highly abstract forms of common sense
reasoning (as proposed by [1]) with membrane computing (as proposed by [4]) in order
to support a way of runtime reasoning whose robustness is comparable to human reason-
ing. By this proposal we extend previous suggestions concerning high-level and intuitive
specifications (cf. [5]). Especially we propose to exploit common sense reasoning for the
robustness of context-aware behavior in distributed systems.

2 Context and Behavior

Simplified models of medical workflows are employed in this paper as examples for the
treatment of adaptive behavior.

Example 1 (Intubation: A Medical Workflow) The activity of intubation is con-

sidered with represents a specific part of a medical operation. Although there is certainly

a definition of the process (i.e. a pattern) the exact shape of the final activity highly
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depends on the context in which this pattern is activated. In this paper we propose to rep-

resent the definition of the process (the pattern) as well as the situation as input spaces

(in the sense of [2]). We develop an emergent calculus which establishes links between

these spaces. ♦

The Intubation Space. The conceptual space containing the process of intubation contains
a constraint-based description of this process (cf. Figure 2). The important actions are
described with their causal relationships as well as constraints which have to hold in
certain states. Especially three subtasks can be identified (Preparation, Laryngoscopy

and Introduction) which have different relevance values for the overall process. Since
the intubation space contains a pattern which is described in this space there are many
variables which have to be bound to actual values from a specific situation. For instance,
agents are represented by roles which have to be bound to real agents taken from another
conceptual space. In a similar way constraints which are specified over objects or states
are applied to elements from other spaces.

The Situation Space. While the intubation space contains roles for the agents which are
responsible for certain actions the situation space is populated by (entities representing)
real agents and resources. In addition in this conceptual space specific relations and
circumstances can be described which are of informal nature but which heavily influence
the shape of the resulting process. As an example a relation of informal hierarchy is given
which may hold between an experienced nurse and a less experienced anesthesist.

Fig. 1. Conceptual Spaces

Cross-Space Mapping. The combination of conceptual spaces is triggered by cross-space
mappings. Cross-space mappings are enabled by morphisms between ontologies. Mor-
phisms represent background knowledge for combining conceptual spaces. In our example
relevant morphisms are:

mapping intsit from Intubation to Situation
sort Intubation-Task Intubation-Capability
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As we will see the background knowledge is used to establish infomorphisms between
the conceptual spaces. As we will see there are multiple possibilities to establish these
infomorphisms. One of our main points consist in the claim that the adaptive or self-
configuring capabilities of complex systems (like human teams in the operation theatre)
can be simulated by an adequate selection of the best possibility.

Generally the process of blending results in the creation of a blended space. Due to
space restrictions we concentrate on the establishment of vital relations in this paper.

3 Operational Treatment of Vital Relations

Under operational aspects we represent conceptual spaces as P-systems PCS . Basically
a conceptual space is enclosed by a membrane. These entities which are contained in the
space are mapped to components of P-systems (cf. [4]). While concepts are mapped to
molecules, individuals and relations are mapped to labeled membranes.

Definition 1 (P-System PCS) The P-System for the representation of conceptual spaces

PCS is defined by the tuple 〈V,L,μ, wi, Rni〉 where V is the terminology of the classifi-

cations (containing concept names) and the label algebra L (containing individuals, sit-

uations and the concatenation operator “,”). μ is the structure of membranes containing

the multi-fuzzy sets wi. The rules contained in Rni are discussed below. �

One of our central goals is to support self-organizational capabilities in the dynamic
composition of conceptual spaces. This is especially due to the fact that it is impossible
to foresee every possible combination of situations. Since we do not want to define a
uniform rigid calculus which is restricted to a certain set of known combinations we take
the opposite approach which promises a more flexible solution. This means that we allow
the terms to evolve in a solution and to look for possible combinations by themselves.
This decentralized approach is robust against local evolutions and to unforeseen changes.

We proceed in two steps. Firstly we have to map context descriptions to membrane
structures. This can be easily done by mapping individuals and situations to labeled
membranes and concepts to molecules floating in a solution. In the same way we have
to represent ontology morphisms by membrane structures. In a second step we give the
rules for the evolution of these structures and for the establishment of valid combinations
of contexts.

Airlock Rules. In our membrane-based approach molecules are enclosed by membranes.
In order to make reactions possible however they have be able to leave their membranes.
This is defined by the airlock rule. We introduce an extended version (EAL) which enables
molecules to cross multiple membranes.

(AL) [aC1]a � C1 �〈a〉 [a]a
(EAL) [bC1 �〈L,a〉 [a]a]b � C1 �〈L,a,b〉 [b[a]a]b

Intuitively we enable the molecules to travel through the membrane structure keeping
track of the membranes they crossed in a list which is an annotation of the airlock-
operator.
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Interaction. The main goal is to find and encourage possible interactions. Especially
molecules from situations should react with molecules from morphisms. Such reactions
are only possible because both situations and morphisms evolve according to the airlock
rules. The rule for interaction can be given as follows.

(INT) C+
1 �〈src,mor〉 [mor[src]src]mor, C

−

1 �〈a,s1〉 [s1[a]a]s1 →
[〈mor,s1〉[〈src,s1,a〉C1]〈src,s1,a〉]〈mor,s1〉[〈s1,mor〉[〈a,mor〉C1]〈a,mor〉]〈s1,mor〉

Intuitively the reaction between the molecules is recorded by the labels. Thus the
labels of the morphism are added to the labels of the situation. In the same way the
labels of the morphism are extended. Note that we only treat the matching of the source
ontology of the morphism. We presume that the molecules of the morphism are charged
negatively while the molecules of the situation are charged positively. Note that there
can be many different reactions between situations and morphisms because many copies
of the structures are floating in the solution.

Completing the Infomorphism. An ontology morphism is completely bound when two
molecules from two context description have been bound to its source and target ports.
Since the knowledge about the creation of the bindings is contained in the labels the
information is present which which completes an infomorphism (i.e. the relation between
the individuals which is contravariant to the original ontology morphism).

Compression. Elements from the input spaces which are connected by a vital relation
(i.e. infomorphisms) are projected into the blend. The resulting individuals which are
created in the blend can be considered a tuple-valued individuals which establish a con-
nection between the original tokens (or es equivalence classes). We cannot deepen these
issues due to space restrictions.

4 Outlook

We discussed a membrane-based calculus for the creation of infomorphisms between con-
ceptual spaces during runtime. We consider this line of research as a contribution to the
exploration of adaptive and context-aware behavior in distributed systems. The treat-
ment of infomorphisms is the strategic foundation for the integration of more advanced
formal constructs from common sense reasoning.
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Abstract. Context-aware systems must be able to deal with uncer-
tain context information. We propose a generic context architecture and
representation that incorporates the uncertainty of context elements in
terms of upper and lower bounds of probabilities. It is shown how opin-
ion nets can be used to reason with these upper and lower bound prob-
abilities. In this way it is possible to combine ambiguous or conflicting
context information that comes from different sources. Moreover, infor-
mation coming from different sources can be combined with experience
learned from the past in a clean way.

1 Introduction

Pervasive systems that can adapt to changing environments and availability of
resources must be aware of their context. These systems sense and react to con-
text. Most systems make the assumption that the context they use is completely
accurate. However, the information about context may not come from a reliable
source, may be out dated, not available or may be erroneous. Firstly, a context-
aware system senses its context via a network of sensors working together. The
resolutions, accuracies and formats of these sensors can differ from each other.
The resulting sensed values can have conflicts and ambiguities. The second cause
of uncertainty are the current limitations of the underlying reasoning systems
that deduce high-level context information from low-level sensor data. Lastly,
due to the asynchronicity of context acquisition and use of context we must deal
with the imperfection and aging of the context information. A challenge for the
development of real-life and commercial context-aware systems is therefore the
ability to handle uncertain and ambiguous context information.

We propose a generic context architecture consisting of context synthesizers,
providers and consumers. Context elements are represented as predicates, with
which are associated upper and lower bound probabilities. Then opinion nets
are used to reason with these probabilities. If the context comes from different
sources contradictions and ambiguities can arise. It is shown how opinion nets
can resolve conflicts and ambiguities by combining several probabilistic inputs
to a single output.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the context architecture and
representation are described. In section 3 we introduce opinion nets and show
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how they can be of great value to deal with uncertainty in context-aware sys-
tems. Section 4 gives an overview of related work and compares it with the
presented approach. Finally, section 5 gives an outline of future work and draws
conclusions.

2 Context architecture and representation

The context architecture is a generic infrastructure inspired by Gaia [2]. It sup-
ports gathering contextual information from sensors, inferring higher level con-
text and delivering context information to the correct entities. A context provider
provides context information in a synchronous way. A context consumer or con-
text synthesizer can invoke the provider in order to acquire information about
context. A context synthesizer is an aggregator of context information from
different sources. A context consumer is an entity that needs context data. A
context consumer can retrieve context information by sending a request to the
context provider. Every component can play more than one role. A component
can be a context provider if it provides context data about a specific domain
and at the same time a consumer if the component also needs data from other
domains.

The general uncertainty model is based on predicates representing context
elements or facts with associated confidence values. The predicate name de-
scribes the context element. The arguments are mostly of the form subject-
object or subject-verb-object, e.g. location(John, in, room3, lower, upper) or
activity(room7, conference, lower, upper). The confidence values of the predi-
cates are expressed as upper and lower bounds of probabilities. Alternatively we
could express confidence values as a probabilistic value together with an accuracy
measurement of the probability. We will call the confidence value an opinion.

3 Opinion nets

In a simple approach we could work with a singular probabilistic value to indicate
the frequency that a predicate is true. However, in opinion nets [1] , each opinion
is translated into a range of probability numbers. That range is specified as an
upper and a lower bound on the probability of the predicate to be true.

Opinions coming from different sources can be tied together in several ways.
The different sources could for example be one or more context providers and
context synthesizers. The combining of the inputs to one output can be done in
a context provider, synthesizer or consumer, depending on the requirements and
structure of the application. The inputs of a context provider or synthesizer can
also be put together with historical information that is learned from the past.
In that way history can be taken into account and easily incorporated in the
opinion net approach.

The advantage of working with upper and lower bounds is that we can work
with imprecise probabilities. When there is not enough information to give an
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exact probability, but if the system knows enough to say that the probability is
definitely between 0.4 and 0.7, we can capture this with opinions. Also, ambigu-
ous information can be presented in a straightforward way. Lastly, conflicting
information that comes from different sources can be combined in a clean way
by using opinion nets.

Figure 1 shows the different opinions and how they are put together, for clar-
ity only for the lower bounds. The opinions can be propagated through opinion
nets. The boxes are called constraint boxes, and they can be and or or boxes.
The following constraint equations govern the action of the or boxes. A and B
represent inputs and A or B represents an output. Then, l(A), l(B) and l(A or
B) are the lower bounds of the probabilities. Similarly u(A), u(B) and u(A or
B) represent the upper bounds of the probabilities.

u(A) ≤ u(AorB)
l(A) ≥ l(AorB) − u(B)

u(B) ≤ u(AorB)
l(B) ≥ l(AorB) − u(A)

u(AorB) ≤ u(A) + u(B)
l(AorB) ≥ max[l(A), l(B)]

(1)

Fig. 1. Forward propagation of lower bounds in an opinion net

The equations for the and operator are similar. The combination of these as-
sertions and boxes is an opinion net. An opinion net is thus a numeric constraint
net in which it is possible to keep track of a conclusion’s probability.

4 Related work

There exist several approaches for dealing with uncertain, ambiguous and incon-
sistent context information. The Integrated Context Model proposed by Truong
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[3] allows to construct a Bayesian Network for reasoning with context informa-
tion. Although this technique deals with uncertain context information, there is
no straightforward way to combine conflicting and ambiguous information that
comes from different sources, which is possible with opinion nets.

Gaia [2] is a prototype pervasive computing middleware system that allows to
reason about uncertainty. Several mechanisms like probabilistic logic, fuzzy logic
and Bayesian Networks can be plugged in. Context information is represented
as predicates. Each predicate is described as a class in an ontology defined in
DAML+OIL. A confidence value between 0 and 1 is attached to a predicate.
Since our context architecture and representation is based on Gaia, opinion nets
could be plugged in as a reasoning mechanism in Gaia.

Several techniques can be used to deal with imperfect context. However, Dey
and Mankoff [4] argue that in realistic scenarios not all ambiguity in the data
can be removed. Moreover, certain human aspects of context cannot be sensed
or inferred by technological means. Their proposal is to involve end users in
removing the remaining ambiguities through a process called mediation. The
uncertainty inherent to the context information is explicitly presented to the
user. Mediation can be fitted well in our approach. The opinion of the user can
be treated as an opinion next to that of the system or next to an opinion inferred
from experience learned from the past. Then these opinions can be combined
using opinion nets.

5 Future work and Conclusions

To validate our approach a simulation environment will be developed. Experi-
ments with context information coming from different sources have to be carried
out. A test scenario can be the introduction of a vague concept like proximity as
a context element. Context-aware systems such as a portable touristic city guide
are location-aware and can suggest a tourist to visit a touristic attraction that
is nearby. Proximity however is a subjective measure of distance depending on
the context of the tourist. How close an attraction is depends amongst others on
whether the tourist is on foot or by car, what his mood is, whether he is really
interested to see the attraction and so on. Opinions concerning the proximity of
a location that come from different sources can be combined by an opinion net
to a single output of a probability range.

Based on a context architecture and representation, we proposed the use of
opinion nets to deal with uncertain, ambiguous and conflicting context infor-
mation. This approach allows to resolve ambiguities and conflicts arising from
information that comes from different sources in a natural way. Moreover, the
reasoning mechanism with opinion nets is general in the sense that it can be
plugged in into every context system that represents information with probabil-
ities and accuracies. We believe that further research will show the usefullness
of opinion nets for reasoning with uncertain context information.
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Abstract. We give a brief description of a system we are currently building that
fulfils the promise of our title. This description also indicates why we are inter-
ested in the topic of contexts and ontologies.

1 Introduction

Many problems involve finding a solution subject to certain constraints. Constraint
programming is an important technique for modelling such problems, which supports
combinations of inference and search that allow more efficient solving. However, this
cleverness is obtained at a cost, since these methods normally required highly skilled
specialists as well as a lengthy period of time for modelling and crafting of solvers.

The question we are interested in here is whether these methods can be embedded so
that a layperson using such a system can make use of these methods without having to
deal with them directly. In this case it is necessary that a constraint model - with at least
a simple form - be built automatically, and that the solving process proceed without
the user being aware of the particular kind of representation involved. What the user is
aware of is the original problem, stated in everyday terms that he or she is familiar with.

In order to bring about this result, we are interesting in using ontologies to repre-
sent the problem in a simple, qualitative manner, which can also serve as the basis for
deducing a more abstruse CSP model. The ontology, therefore, provides the context
for constraint modelling and constraint-based reasoning. (In fact, it can provide many
contexts as the following section will show.)

2 Description of an Ontology-and-Constraint Based System

We are presently trying to implement our ideas in a product selection system called the
Matchmaker. Product selection is carried out using a form of interaction in which the
system presents individual products and the user critiques them. (This is called a “sug-
gestion/correction cycle”.) Internally, the problem of product selection is represented as
a constraint satisfaction problem, but with each critique the representation is updated to
conform to the additional constraints revealed on this cycle. (This scheme is presented
in more detail in [1].)

The Matchmaker program is written in Java, and Protege-OWL is being used to
build the product ontology. In its final form, the system will be web-based and the
system therefore falls under the heading of e-commerce.
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Conceptually, a product is not only an item of interest but is also possibly an object,
an artefact, an organisation, etc., and is associated with some type of setting, or even a
specific location. In order to carry out the matchmaking process in a ‘knowledgeable’
manner, a product must be viewed in all of these ways. At the same time, there are
restrictions on the degree of detail or the level of technical sophistication that can be
handled efficiently; hopefully, there are also limits on what the user needs to know in
order to make a satisfactory selection.

The resulting conceptualisation of a product can be thought of as a set of contexts
in which the item in question is embedded. A straightforward and efficient way to rep-
resent these various contexts is through an ontology. In this case, if we start with a
particular product type, we can reach associated concepts by means of a class hierar-
chy of the usual type, as well as deducing relevant relations (“properties” in the usual
parlance) involving these classes. Our expectation is that such context-supported inter-
action will help us achieve the kind of interaction envisaged for the Matchmaker system
in a sufficiently compelling fashion.

3 Ontologies to CSPs

Another major challenge necessitated by our approach is connecting the ontology to the
constraint solver in a way that supports the computational requirements, while being
transparent to the user. This is related to another motivation for using ontologies, which
is to allow users to work with familiar concepts, without having to think in terms of the
rather abstruse language of constraint programming and constraint satisfaction. In the
implementation we are building, this is done by translating relevant ontology classes
into variables, following rules that support the CSP formalism, in particular, the rule of
single assignments to a variable.

An alternative approach, that we will consider in the future, is to use a CSP ontology
to support the mapping between subject-matter concepts and the CSP representation.
Some work along these lines has been done by other authors [2].

4 Future Vistas

The use of ontologies to provide conceptual contexts for constraint solving and to
‘shield’ users from constraint programming details is a general idea that may be useful
in a number of application areas. Obvious candidates are systems for scheduling and
configuration.
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